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INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Scope
The University of California 4-H Youth Development Program (YDP)
annually organizes and coordinates, at the county level, about 40 camps
for more than 4,000 youth participants. Most of the camps are scheduled
during the summer with a few taking place in the winter. Several camps
are dedicated horse-riding camps. Regardless of the 4-H camp purpose
or timing, camp programs, projects, and events incorporate activities that
inherently have the potential for a variety of injuries or disease exposures
to both 4-H camp volunteers and members. Information given in this
guidebook has been developed for use by 4-H Representatives and
Advisors, adult volunteers, and teen counselors and is intended to
provide guidance for implementing practices and procedures to reduce
the potential for sustaining injuries or illnesses while participating in 4-H
sponsored camps.
The Agriculture and Natural Resources (ANR) Environmental Health &
Safety (EH&S) Office exists to support all ANR programs, including 4-H
YDP, in conducting their activities in a safe, healthy, and environmentally
responsible manner. ANR EH&S staff are available to assist 4-H YDP
staff and volunteers to interpret the material in this guidebook and to
develop specific health and safety information, assess potential hazards,
and conduct training. Contact information (i.e., address, telephone
numbers, and email) for ANR EH&S staff is available on the EH&S
website at http://safety.ucanr.edu.
The document entitled “State 4-H Camping Task Force 4-H YDP Camp
Risk Management Workbook” utilizes a worksheet format to identify and
evaluate risks and allows development of risk management perspectives
that mutually complement safety guidance given in this guidebook for
4-H camps. The 4-H camp risk management workbook is available for
review at University of California Cooperative Extension offices.
University of California Policy on Health, Safety and the
Environment
The University of California (UC) Policy on Management of Health,
Safety and the Environment, dated October 28, 2005, indicates UC is
committed to achieving excellence in providing healthy and safe work
environments that ensure the protection of students, faculty, staff,
visitors, the public, property, and the environment. Furthermore, the
1
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Lake and Mendocino
Counties

Plan and document
requirements may be
met by completing
templates provided
herein or by adopting
plans or documents
derived by others ,
as long as they comply with California
organized camp regulations and meet
the safety needs of
the 4-H camp
group.

policy states that “Protecting faculty, staff, students, visitors, the public
and the environment is a priority whenever activities are planned and
performed. The policy also establishes a strategy whereby damage is
preempted by designing activities and controls to reduce or eliminate
accidents, injuries, and exposures. Accordingly, this guidebook has been
developed to assist in meeting the goals of the UC Policy on
Management of Health, Safety and the Environment.
USE of 4-H CAMP SAFETY GUIDEBOOK
This guidebook provides information to meet the safety needs of 4-H camps ranging
from those that independently operate their own camps to those that hold camps at
facilities operated by other entities. The Appendices in this guidebook include templates of plans and other documents that are required by California organized camp
regulations, such as the Camp Emergency Plan. Although independently operated 4-H
camps are required to derive these plans and documents, camp facilities operated by
other entities may have already developed these plans and documents and they may
adopted and for use by a 4-H camp if they are judged to meet the requirements of the
California organized camp regulations and suitable for the safety needs of a 4-H camp
group. The 4-H Camp Director is responsible for evaluating and adopting plans or documents that have been developed by others.
Information provided in this guidebook is intended for the use of overnight 4-H camps
of the duration of two to five or more days. It is not intended for the use of short duration field trips such as 4-H day camps or events where members stay in dorms or similar accommodations (such as statewide conferences). Alternative materials are available to address safety issues associated with short duration field trips. Consult the 4-H
Resources on the ANR EH&S webpage at: http://safety.ucanr.edu/4-H_Resources/ ,
including Clover Note #29 or contact the ANR EH&S Office at (530) 752-6024 for assistance with short duration field trip safety issues. All camps shall follow UCCE California 4-H Program Policy Handbook Chapter 11, Section IV for youth protection (i.e.
“Two Deep” protection procedures).

County Director’s Responsibility and Role in 4-H Camp Program
UCCE California 4-H Program Policy Handbook Chapter 2, II., states the
“The County Directors, in cooperation with their regional director, are
responsible for the program staff and the administration and
management of county extension programs, including the county 4-H
YDP. County directors are responsible for ensuring that the county 4-H
YDP conforms to university policy; federal, state, and local laws; safety
and health regulations; affirmative action guidelines; and the mission,
core values and educational objectives of the 4-H YDP.” Accordingly, the

2
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County Director is the person responsible for the Camp Program and
authorized to appoint the Camp Director, whether they are a 4-H
Representative or Advisor or adult volunteer. Furthermore, since County
Directors are responsible for Camp Programs they necessarily shall
provide signature approvals on the following types of documents: Annual
Notices to Operate, Camp Operating Procedures, Camp Health Care
Plans, Camp Emergency Plans, Camp Vector Control Plans, and Camp
Swimming and Boating Safety Plans for Lakes, Streams, Rivers, or
Oceans (see Appendices B through E and G and H).
Organized Camp Program Regulatory Background and Terminology
The State of California oversees camp facilities through implementation
of the Organized Camp Program under the Health and Safety Code
(HSC) Sections 18897—18897.7 and California Code of Regulations
(CCR) Title 17, Sections 30700—30753. State oversight for the
Organized Camp Program has been delegated to County Health
Departments that perform necessary inspections, reviews, and approvals.
County Health Departments are located in the same county as the
organized camps they are responsible for overseeing.
Definitions given in HSC Section 18897 and CCR Section 30700
describes the term organized camp and terms for positions that are
typically staffed at organized camps, including 4-H camps. The following
discussion is presented to clarify the meaning of the term “organized
camp” and certain camp position terms so as to prevent confusion
between the vocabularies used in California 4-H camps and California
regulations.
California Organized Camps
California HSC, Section 18897 differentiates and defines a certain type of
camp termed an “organized camp” as “a site with a program and facilities
established for primary purposes of providing an outdoor group living
experience with social, spiritual, educational, or recreational objectives,
for five days or more during one or more seasons of the year.”
Approximately 60% of the 4-H YDP camps meet the criteria of an
organized camp and therefore, are subject to the California Organized
Camp Regulations. The complete text of the California Organized Camp
Regulations are presented in Appendix A and where appropriate,
referenced in the left and right margins of the following text.
3
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All California 4-H
YDP camps shall
comply with the
“Organized Camp”
regulations.

4-H YDP camps (about 40%) that do not meet the “organized camp”
criteria shall also meet the minimum regulatory requirements
encompassed by the California Organized Camp Regulations.
Accordingly, the following discussions of health and safety apply to all 4H YDP camps.

Site Operator
Camp facilities used by California 4-H YDP are operated by a variety of
public and private groups and organizations, including 4-H councils,
“Site Operator” is the government and public agencies, private businesses, and non-profit
person or organizagroups. CCR Title 17, Section 30700 (f) defines a “Site Operator” as “an
tion responsible for
individual, partnership, joint venture, or organization that owns, leases, or
camp facilities, utilirents an organized camp site.” The person(s), group, or organization that
ties, and services.
operates a camp is typically responsible for assuring safe and healthy
“Camp Director” is
the person responsi- practices are established and maintained in the daily operation of camp
ble for the camp pro- utilities and services whether the site operator is affiliated with 4-H YDP
gram and staff.
or not. It is important to clearly delineate the assignment of camp utility or
service responsibilities when they are distributed between the Site
Operator and the 4-H group using the camp. Most California 4-H YDP
camps take place at locations where the Site Operator is not affiliated
with 4-H.
Camp Director
Under CCR Title 17, Section 30700 (d), “Director” is defined as “a person
who is responsible for day-to-day decision making and supervision of the
camp program and staff meeting the requirements of Section 30751 (a)”
for position experience (25 years old and two seasons of administrative
or supervisory experience in camp activities). Assuring that 4-H Camp
Program responsibilities and associated liabilities will be managed by the
proper person requires the County Director to appoint the Camp Director
position which may be delegated to a 4-H Representative or Advisor or
adult volunteer. If the appointed Camp Director is not able to be present
throughout the duration of the camp, for short periods of time, an adult
volunteer may fulfill the day-to-day tasks and supervisory authority the
Camp Director generally provides.
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The important distinction between a Site Operator and Camp Director is the Site Operator may fully assert control over camp activities and operations, including physical
facilities, due to legal agreements and/or property ownership. Whereas the Camp Director’s control is limited to campers, teen counselors, adult volunteers, and depending
on the arrangements with the Site Operator, it may include supervision of other personnel participating in the camp, including the Health Supervisor, Lifeguard, water system personnel, and food preparation staff. In some California 4-H YDP camps an adult
volunteer serves as Camp Director. 4-H YDP staff and adult volunteers do not usually
fill Camp Operator positions.

Counselor
As defined under CCR Title 17, Section 30700 (c), “Counselor” means “a
person who is directly involved with camp program activities and camp
supervision who meets the requirements of Section 30751 (b) and (c).”
Under the provisions of Section 30751 (b) and (c), “there shall be at least
one counselor who is a high school graduate or who is at least 18 years
of age, for each 10 campers under 16 years of age” and “trained in the
principles of first aid and cardiopulmonary resuscitation” (CPR).
Accordingly, a “counselor” under the regulatory definition would apply to
4-H adult volunteers that have had first aid and CPR training. A more
restrictive ratio of six to eight 4-H members to each adult volunteer is a
typical practice within the California YDP. The table presented on the
following page shows the numbers of first aid/CPR trained 4-H adult
volunteers and Representatives/Advisors that are required for the
number of campers. The term “counselor” at 4-H camps is usually
applied to “teen counselors” (or sometimes called “teen staff” or “junior
counselors”) of high school age (14-17 years) and should not be
confused with the regulatory definition for a “camp counselor.” The term
teen counselor will be used in this document for high school age youth
volunteers.

Regulation requires
counselors to be 18
years of age
(California Organized Camp regulations). However, 4-H
YDP policy defines a
chaperone as an
adult volunteer at
least 21 years of age
(UCCE California 4H Policy Handbook,
Chapter 6, Section
III ).
Accordingly for 4-H
YDP camps, adult
volunteers must be
at least 21 years old.

Kern County
Kern County

Orange County
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Table Showing Supervisory Ratios of Campers to 4-H Adult Volunteers
and Representatives/ Advisors
Number of Campers

Total Number of 4-H Adult
Minimum Number of 4-H Adult
Volunteers and Representatives/ Volunteers and Representatives/
Advisors (per 4-H practice)
Advisors with First Aid/CPR
Training (per regulations)

15-24

3

2

25-34

4

3

35-44

6

4

45-54

7

5

55-64

8

6

65-74

9

7

75-84

11

8

85-94

12

9

95-104

13

10

105-114

14

11

115-124

16

12

Health Supervisor
CCR Title 17, Section 30700 (f) defines “Health Supervisor” as “a person
Health Supervisors may
who is either a physician, registered nurse, licensed vocational nurse,
be doctors, nurses or
who is licensed pursuant to Division 2 of the Business and Professions
other persons with at
least 15 hours training
Code or a person who is trained in accordance with Section 1596.866 of
in pediatric first aid/
the Health and Safety Code.” HSC Section 1596.866 requires a person
CPR and prevention of
have at least 15 hours of health and safety training in pediatric first aid,
childhood injuries and
pediatric CPR, and prevention of childhood injuries and illnesses. Health
illnesses.
Supervisors at 4-H camps are typically nurses.
Aquatics Supervisor
CCR Title 17, Section 30700 (a) defines an “Aquatics Supervisor” as “a
person who provides supervision to the aquatic facility, staff and program
of the camp meeting the requirements of Section 30741 (d)(1) “ and “who
is at least 18 years of age and who shall possess an American Red
Cross Lifeguard Certificate, YMCA Swim Lifesaving Certificate or its
equivalent certificate.” Similar lifeguard certifications are required under
Chapter 11, Section XXIII of the UCCE California 4-H Policy Handbook.

Kern County

To reiterate, Site Operators are responsible for the camp facilities
and Camp Directors are responsible for the camp program and staff.
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PREPARING FOR CAMP
Camp Registration
As part of camp registration, it is necessary to obtain permission,
concurrence with policies, release of liability, and/or other information
related to health and risk from 4-H members, teen counselors, and adult
volunteers. These data are obtained from forms that are usually
completed by parents, guardians, or other responsible adults and include
the following types of documents:







Youth Medical Release Form
Junior (Teen) Counselor Application
Horseback Riding Permission Slip (when applicable)
Family Registration Form
Camp Code of Conduct
Adult Medical Release Form

It is necessary to
obtain individual
permission and
information related to
health and risk issues
prior to the beginning
of camp.

Youth and Adult Medical Release Forms are considered “Protected
Health Information” and shall be securely filed to prevent casual
access (UCCE California 4-H Program Policy Handbook, Chapter 11, VII.
C. 2. b.). Examples of these types of forms are provided in Appendix F.
Regulatory and 4-H YDP Requirements
4-H camps promote safe and healthy environments for adult volunteers
and members by assuring certain components of camp operations meet
state and local regulatory requirements, as listed on the following page:

When a Camp Director supervises the Lifeguard, water treatment personnel, Health
Supervisor, or kitchen staff, then the Camp Director shall be responsible for verifying
their professional credentials are current and assure they perform their duties according to applicable professional standards and regulatory requirements. This includes
the posting of required permits, signs, and notices and assuring necessary inspections
are conducted, corrective actions are completed, permits are obtained, and permit
conditions are met.
If the Camp Director does not supervise these personnel, then the Camp Director shall
verify with the Site Operator (or the organization responsible for these services) that
required licenses, certifications, and permits have been obtained.

7
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Required Permits
Drinking Water System

Typically Transient Non-community

California Retail Food Code
Required Licenses and Certifications

Shasta County

Lifeguard

Completed training program sanctioned by a
group such as the American Red Cross or
American Lifeguard Association

Water Treatment
Operator

State certified Operator Grade I or higher (if
drinking water treatment takes place)

Water Distribution
Operator

State certified Operator Grade I or higher

Health Supervisor

Typically a Licensed Nurse in California

Annual Regulatory Agency Inspections (by County Health Dept.)
Food Facility Inspection Report
Stormwater Inspection Report Food Facility
Small Water System Inspection Form
Public Swimming Pool and Spa Inspection Report

See Appendix A, CCR
Title 17, Section 30702.

General Camp Safety Requirements
The following requirements are typically the responsibility of the Site
Operator. Camp and established trails, shall be in an area properly
drained and free or protected from natural or man-made hazards, such
as mine pits, quarries, and high speed-roads, or large numbers of insects
and venomous snakes. Poison oak shall be controlled. Excessive dust in
the main living and housing areas of the camp shall be prevented by
suitable means.

Local Health Officer Notifications
 An annual Notice of Intention to Operate shall be sent, at least 30
See Appendix A, CCR
days prior to the start of camp, by the Site Operator to local health
Title 17, Section 30703.
officer. An example of an annual Notice of Intention to Operate is
presented in Appendix B.
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Annually or at change of ownership, the Site Operator shall submit to
the local health officer either written verification that the camp is
accredited by the American Camp Association or a description of
the operating procedures. A template for describing the Camp
Operating Procedures is presented in Appendix C.

General Supervision
The Camp Director and all adult volunteers must be appointed 4-H YDP
volunteers, which includes obtaining a satisfactory background check
from the California Department of Justice before having unsupervised
contact with youth members. In addition, adult volunteers shall attend 4H camp orientation.
Health Supervision
 The Health Supervisor shall verify that all adult volunteers have been
trained in principles of first aid and CPR (i.e. show their valid first aid/
CPR card or provide other documentation or validation of training).
Training may be provided by the Red Cross, other certifying
organizations, or by a competent medical professional (such as a
physician, nurse, Health Supervisor, or EMT).
 Every camper and each staff member entering 4-H camp shall furnish
a health history of his or her health status. (i.e., submit their current
4-H Youth Medical Release Form or 4-H Adult Medical Release
Form).
 A signed statement by a parent or guardian to seek emergency
medical treatment shall be provided for each staff member or camper
(i.e., submit their current 4-H Youth Medical Release Form or
4-H Adult Medical Release Form).
 There shall be a full-time adult Health Supervisor charged with health
supervision, including the supervision of health screening of staff and
campers by qualified staff when campers are present. Campers shall
be health screened within 24 hours of arrival at camp.
 If a physician is not on site when campers are present, arrangements
shall be made for a physician to be available.
 A written Health Care Plan developed and maintained by the Health
Supervisor shall be used at the camp. The health plan shall include
information described in Appendix D and include planning for the
possibility of the occurrence of human influenza-like illness.

9
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San Joaquin County




Merced County

A medical logbook (example included in the Health Plan, Appendix D)
shall be maintained by the Health Supervisor.
The Health Supervisor or Site Operator shall report all occurrences of
foodborne illness, suspected foodborne illness, or any other
reportable disease to the County Health Officer as described in the
Health Plan, Appendix D.
All medication brought to a camp by campers that needs to be
dispensed by the Health Supervisor shall be in the original labeled
container, accompanied by written dispensing instructions, and stored
in a locked container when unattended by the Health Supervisor.
During camp, 4-H Representatives or Advisors and adult volunteers
may provide teen counselors with information about the general
medical needs of campers but not specific medical information (i.e.
camper needs to visit nurse before bed rather than listing camper’s
name with specific medications) (UCCE California 4-H Program Policy
Handbook Chapter 11, VII. D. 4.).
Adult volunteers and teen counselors should know the chronic
medical needs (such as diabetes, allergies, or hemophilia) of their
campers (UCCE California 4-H Program Policy Handbook, Chapter
11, VIII. D.5.)

The Camp Director shall assure that either: 1) the Site Operator is overseeing the
Health Care Supervisor and a Camp Health Care Plan is in place; or 2) the Health
Care Supervisor is working under the direction of the Camp Director and has
completed a Camp Health Care Plan. Attachment D provides a template for a Camp
Health Care Plan.

Emergency Planning
 State regulations indicate camps shall develop and retain onsite a
written-site specific Emergency Plan that is approved by the Camp
Director. The Emergency Plan shall outline procedures which address
situations such as natural disasters, lost campers, fires, transportation
emergencies, severe illnesses and injuries, aquatic emergencies as
appropriate, and other emergency situations as appropriate for the
See Appendix A, CCR
site.
Title 17, Section 30753.
 The site-specific plan shall include procedures for evacuating the
camp, controlling traffic through the camp, and establishing/
maintaining communication between the emergency site and
emergency medical facility, nearest fire station, and both
administrative and health staff of the camp. Camp staff shall be
trained in implementation of the procedures set forth in the
Emergency Plan.
10
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The Camp Director shall assure development and if necessary, implementation of a
written site-specific Camp Emergency Plan. The Camp Director may adopt all or portions of a Camp Emergency Plan provided by the Site Operator, if the plan is available
and meets the needs of the 4-H camp program. See Attachment E for a Camp Emergency Plan template.



Appendix E provides a template for developing a 4-H Camp
Emergency Plan. This document is also available online at
http://safety.ucanr.edu/4-H_Resources/Camp_Safety_Guidebook/

Camp Sleeping Accommodations
 Only adult volunteers of the same gender as a 4-H teen counselor or
member may supervise members in the sleeping areas of a camp.
No adult may sleep alone with a 4-H teen counselor or member other
than his/her own child. An unrelated member and adult
volunteer must never share a bed (UCCE California 4-H Program
Policy Handbook, Chapter 11, IV. E.).
 Head-to head sleeping accommodations are prohibited. A
minimum space of 18 inches, or a physical barrier, shall be provided
between bed units, including sleeping bags (CCR Title 17, Section
30721).

Adult volunteers and
counselors shall follow
two deep and same
gender 4-H YDP
policies in sleeping
areas of the camp.

Camp Utilities
Lake and Mendocino
The Site Operator is responsible for the following utilities:
Counties
 Water Supply. A dependable supply of water adequate to furnish 50
gallons of water per person per day shall be available. Where pit or
chemical toilets are used, this figure may be reduced to 30 gallons per
person per day. The water supply system shall conform to information
described in Appendix A.
 Drinking Water. Drinking water shall be provided and be centrally
located in camp.
 Handwashing Facilities. Handwashing facilities shall be provided
adjacent to all flush toilets. Single service soap dispensers shall be
See Appendix A, CCR
provided at handwashing facilities, except for those handwashing
Title 17, Sections
facilities located in camper housing facilities.
30710 through 30714.
 Showers. When campers are present for three or more consecutive
days and nights, showers shall be provided.
 Toilets. Toilets shall be provided at the ratio of one fixture per 15
persons as required by CCR Title 24, Part 5, Table 4-4. Pit or
chemical toilets may only be used as described in Appendix A.
11
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Pre-Camp Clean Up
Many California 4-H camps require facility clean up prior to the beginning
of camp. When performing 4-H camp clean up, the following precautions
should be taken by adult volunteers and Representatives or Advisors to
prevent potential injuries or illnesses. 4-H youth members should not be
allowed to perform cleaning activities using hazardous chemicals or
where there is potential exposure to mold or animal droppings

Always use PPE when
handling cleaning
chemicals.

Always use PPE when
cleaning areas
contaminated by
rodents, bird
droppings, or mold.

Safe Handling and Use of Cleaning Chemicals
Exposure to cleaning chemicals may occur by inhalation of vapors or
through skin or eye contact with the chemicals. Exposure to cleaning
chemicals can be reduced by taking the following precautions:
 As appropriate, wear personal protective equipment (PPE), such as
gloves, eye protection, and closed toed shoes, when using cleaning
chemicals.
 If a choice is available, use least hazardous chemical cleaning
products.
 Always use the smallest amount of chemical cleaning product
needed for the task.
 Assure that the area to be cleaned is well ventilated prior to
beginning the chemical cleaning task.
 Plan your cleaning tasks to minimize contact with chemical cleaning
products.
 Always follow chemical cleaning product label directions, instructions,
and recommendations for use.
Clean up of Areas Contaminated by Rodents, Bird Droppings, or Mold
If you need to clean an indoor area, such as cabins or other 4-H camping
facilities that have been contaminated by rodents, bird droppings, or mold
follow these procedures:
 Open windows and doors to ventilate the contaminated area for at
least two hours.
 Wear sturdy rubber gloves and eye protection. Depending on the
potential exposure, additional protection, such as coveralls, and an
air-purifying respirator may be warranted.
 Use a 10% bleach or Lysol® solution to wet down and disinfect
potentially contaminated items (rodent droppings, dead rodents,
nests, traps, bird droppings, mold, and surrounding areas).
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Allow at least 15 minute contact time for the disinfectant solution,
then wipe up with a damp mop, sponge, or paper towels.
DO NOT SWEEP OR VACUUM - this could cause particles of virus
to become airborne and inhaled into the respiratory system.
Double-bag the disinfectant-soaked items and discard in the trash.
Rinse gloves in disinfectant solution before removing, then wash
hands in soap and water.
Always use gloves when handling dead rodents or birds. Avoid
handling live wild rodents or birds.

Clean Up of Areas Contaminated by Ash/Soot or Dust
Camps located in areas that have been affected by forest or wildland
fires may have unstable structures or trees and be contaminated by
ash or soot. Seek guidance from the local Cooperative Extension office
or CAL FIRE or US Forest Service to ensure the area is safe to enter. If
you need to clean an outdoor area that has been contaminated by ash/
soot or dust follow these procedures:
 Wear gloves, a long-sleeved shirt, and long pants to protect your skin.
 Consider wearing a dust mask for protection, but persons with heart
or lung disease should consult their physician before using any type of
respirator.
 Use a hose, wet mop, or wet towels to rinse the ash/soot or dust off
surfaces.
 Carefully use water to prevent erosion and avoid rinsing ash and other
contaminants into streams.
 DO NOT SWEEP OR VACUUM - this could cause particles of ash/
soot or dust to become airborne and inhaled into the respiratory
system.
 Collected ash may be disposed in regular trash.
Storage of Hazardous Substances
The Site Operator shall store hazardous substances, such as paint,
solvents, pesticides, pool and water treatment chemicals, and flammable
liquids in secured cabinets, lockers, or buildings that are designed for the
storage of these types of materials.
Storage of Tools and Equipment
The Site Operator shall store tools and equipment used to perform camp
repair, maintenance, and landscaping tasks in secured buildings, sheds,
cabinets, toolboxes, and/or lockers. This includes hand and power saws,
13

Additional guidance is
available from the
Center for Disease
Control (CDC):
http://www.cdc.gov/
rodents/cleaning_up/.

Always use PPE
when cleaning areas
contaminated by ash/
soot or dust.

Additional guidance
is available from the
California Environmental Protection
Agency (CalEPA):
http://
www.calepa.ca.gov/
Disaster/
Documents/
FireAsh.pdf.

Always store
hazardous
substances, tools or
equipment in secured
buildings, sheds, or
cabinets. Material
Safety Data Sheets
(MSDS) are required
for onsite hazardous
substances and may
be found online at:
http://hazard.com/.
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Figure 1 (Summary of Organized Camp Regulation Requirements, CCR Title 17, Section 30700-30753)
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pruning shears, hedge and grass trimmers, lawn mowers, chisels, pliers,
hammers, and power drills.
Figure 1- Summary of Organized Camp Regulation Requirements
Figure 1 on the previous page (p. 14) depicts regulatory requirements for
4-H camp plans and document submittals, Site Operator and Camp
Director responsibilities, and check boxes that may be used to confirm
certifications and licenses have been verified, inspections have been
conducted, permits are valid, plans have been completed, and required
documents have been submitted.
PROMOTING SAFE DAILY CAMP ACTIVITIES
Camp Orientation
At the start of camp, the Camp Director shall hold a general orientation
meeting for 4-H members, teen counselors, adult volunteers, and
Representatives or Advisors. The meeting should not only provide
information about camp activities, but also review camp safety policies,
including the Camp Code of Conduct and Emergency Plan. An
Emergency Plan template is provided in Appendix E and an example of
a Camp Code of Conduct is given in Appendix F.
Treating and Reporting Camp Injuries or Illnesses
 The Health Supervisor is responsible for assessing and treating
injuries and/or illnesses to campers, adult volunteers, teen
counselors, and Representatives or Advisors as described in the
Camp Health Care Plan (see Attachment D).
 If the extent of an injury or illness encompasses a visit to a medical
clinic for treatment or testing, then an Incident Report form shall be
completed by the Camp Health Supervisor or 4-H adult volunteers
and/or Representatives or Advisors. The completed form shall be
submitted to the Cooperative Extension 4-H county office and County
Director and/or 4-H Representatives or Advisors within 48 hours of
the incident.
 Incident Report forms are available from the CE county office or
online at: http://ucanr.org/incidentreport.
 4-H Representatives or Advisors will report any injury or illness that
requires hospital or medical clinic treatment through their chain of
command until an administrator such as the County Director or State
4-H Director is notified.
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The camp Orientation
Meeting shall be
used to inform
campers and staff
about safety policies
and procedures,
including the Camp
Emergency and
Evacuation Plans.

An Incident Report
form shall be
completed if an injury
or illness requires
treatment at a
medical clinic.

Injuries or illnesses
requiring treatment at
a hospital or medical
clinic shall be
reported to the CE
Director and 4-H
camper’s parent or
guardian.
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The Camp Director, in consultation with the Health Supervisor, should
report any injury or illness to the 4-H camper’s parent/guardian/
emergency contact as described in the Camp Health Care Plan (see
Attachment D).
 4-H adult volunteers and Representatives or Advisors should report
any injury or illness and circumstances of the incident to their
immediate supervisor.



Detailed and
comprehensive food
safety information is
available from the
University of
California
Cooperative
Extension brochure
entitled “Make It Safe
- Keep It Safe, FIGHT
BAC! Keep Food
Safe From Bacteria.”
The brochure may be
accessed online at:
http://
groups.ucanr.org/
ehs/.files/42038.pdf.

See Appendix A,
CCR Title 17,
Section 30736.

See Appendix A,
CCR Title 17,
Section 30735.

Food Safety
Food service facilities shall comply with the California Retail Food Code
(Health and Safety Code, Section 113700). Some basic food safety
principles are described below:
Safe Food Handling, Preparation, and Storage Practices
 Personal hygiene shall be utilized, including hand washing and hair
constraints.
 Proper hot and cold holding temperatures shall be used for food
storage.
 Food contact surfaces shall be clean and sanitized .
 Approved thawing methods shall be used with frozen foods.
 Fresh fruits and vegetables shall be properly washed.
 Food shall be served so as to be protected from dirt and
contamination.
 Utensils, tableware, linens, shall be properly stored and handled.
 Garbage and refuse shall be properly contained and disposed.
 Cleaning materials and equipment shall be properly stored in
designated janitorial area.
 All signs and permits shall be posted.
Vector Control and Solid Waste
 The camp shall use appropriate measures to control excessive
numbers of flies, mosquitoes, other insects, and rodents, including the
use of professional pest control services. Suggested camp procedures
for controlling vectors and pests are presented in the Camp Vector
Control Plan in Appendix G. Alternatively, the Camp Director may
choose to adopt the camp facility’s Vector Control Plan, if one is
available.
 Camp garbage and refuse shall be placed and stored in containers
that are flytight and removed and disposed of at a frequency and
manner approved by the local health care officer.
16
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Water Safety
Swimming
 The Camp Director shall develop, maintain, and submit a plan for
swimming in any lake, stream, river, or ocean as described in
Appendix A (CCR Title 17, Section 30741 (a)). Moreover, camps that
use lakes, streams, rivers, or the ocean shall also meet the
requirements of CCR Title 17, Section 30741 (b) and (c) as given in
Appendix A.
 All swimming activities require the presence of a certified lifeguard in
a ratio of one lifeguard for every 25 campers in the water (CCR Title
17, Section 30741 (d) (2) and 4-H Policy Handbook, Chapter 11,
Section XXIII B 4 e).
 The recommended chaperone ratio is two (2) supervising adult
volunteers for every ten (10) or less swimmers and an additional adult
supervisor for every five (5) swimmers exceeding the initial total of ten
(10).
 Supervising adults must concentrate on watching the swimmers and
not be distracted by other activities such as reading or conversing on
a cell phone.
 4-H members that are not able to swim should wear a personal
flotation device (PFD) or life jacket when wading or nearby a body of
water.
 4-H members should never swim alone in a natural body of water.
They should always swim with a partner or as part of a group.
 4-H members should be made aware of water conditions that may be
encountered. In particular, 4-H members should be informed of swift
currents and rapids, rip tides, deep water, sudden drop-offs, large
waves, and obstructions such as rocks, tree limbs, aquatic plants,
docks, platforms, piers, jetties, pilings, dams, spillways, and intake
and outlet structures.
 4-H members should not be allowed to swim in areas of commercial
vessel, motorboat, sailing, rowing, wind surfing, and/or jet-ski traffic.
 Inexperienced 4-H swimmers should be instructed to keep to shallow
water where they can stand with their chest and head above the
water surface.
 Always direct 4-H members to exit the water when a thunder or
lightning storm approaches.
 4-H members should be instructed to enter the water feet first and to
only dive head first into water in areas that are posted for diving.
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See Appendix A,
CCR Title 17,
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Regulations: one
lifeguard per 25
swimmers.
California 4-H YDP
recommendation: one
adult supervisor per 5
swimmers.

Non-swimmers and
poor swimmers shall
wear PFDs when near
water.
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See Appendix A,
CCR Title 17,
Section 30741.





Regulations require
PFDs for all persons
aboard watercraft.

San Joaquin County

4-H members should be advised to not swim against rip or other
currents. Instead, escape a rip or other current by swimming across it
and gradually swimming at an angle to the shore.
4-H members should be informed to take precautions during periods
of heavy surf. Large waves can lift a person and throw them into the
sand causing injuries.
4-H members should be instructed to wear sneakers or other footwear
to protect their feet when wading along rocky shores or examining
tidal pools.
Alert 4-H members to pay attention to the presence of wildlife in
natural bodies of water. In particular, to avoid jellyfish, sea urchins,
sharks, eels, stingrays, and other potentially hazardous marine
animals.
4-H members should be directed to obey all posted signs and
lifeguard instructions when at swimming areas.

Water Craft
 The Camp Director shall develop, maintain, and submit a plan for
using water craft in any lake, stream, river, or ocean as described in
Appendix A. If the camp uses watercraft from a vendor that has a
prepared Boating Safety Plan, then the Camp Director may adopt the
vendor’s plan for the boating portion of the required Swimming and
Boating Safety Plan. Appendix H provides a template for developing a
4-H camp Swimming and Boating Safety Plan for lakes, streams,
rivers, or oceans.
 Prior to use, inspect water craft for cracks, holes, leaks, broken seats,
and other types of damage or disrepair. If a water craft fails the
pre-use inspection, remove it from service.
 California regulations require all boats, kayaks, and canoes to have
one Coast Guard approved personal flotation device (PFD) or life
preserver for each person aboard. Therefore, always assure each
4-H member is wearing a properly fitted and approved PFD or life
preserver before boarding a boat, kayak, or canoe. It is recommended
that 4-H Representatives, Advisors, adult volunteers, and teen
counselors also wear PFDs before boarding water craft.
 Inexperienced 4-H members should not take a water craft out until
they have undergone boat, kayak, or canoe training from an
appropriately experienced instructor.
 4-H members should be aware of the water craft route and anticipated
water conditions, including stretches of white water, strong or swift
18
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currents, flooded or low water, or obstructed water where tree limbs,
rocks, bridges, reefs, pilings, piers, docks, jetties, or other objects are
potential collision hazards.
4-H members should know the carrying capacity and stability
limitations of the water craft they intend to use.
Wear personal protective equipment appropriate to the weather
conditions: jackets or windbreakers during cool weather and light
colored clothing, sunscreen, sun glasses, and a hat during warm
weather. Wear slip resistant deck shoes.
Do not panic if your water craft capsizes. Stay with your water craft.
Spread the water craft load evenly and secure gear to prevent
shifting.
Avoid using water craft during thunderstorms and when wind
conditions are creating unsafe waves. If weather conditions
deteriorate sufficiently, head for a safe harbor or the shoreline.
Always follow all laws and regulations for waterways and water
bodies.

Sports Activities Safety
Firearms
 Shooting sports activities at 4-H camp shall be supervised by a 4-H
certified instructor trainer or 4-H Shooting Sports Adult Volunteer
(UCCE California 4-H Program Policy Handbook, Chapter 7, XV.).
 Store firearms and ammunition so they are secured, by lock, and not
accessible to unauthorized persons. The key shall be in the
possession of the Camp Director or qualified designee (CCR Title 17,
Section 30752).
 Inspect firearms prior to use and be sure they are in safe operating
condition. If the firearm fails the pre-use inspection, remove it from
service.
 Always follow all instructions of the 4-H Shooting Sport Range
Volunteer while at a shooting range.
 Know how to use firearms safely and how each functions prior to
operation.
 Use only a safe area with an appropriate backstop for your range and
inspect your range area prior to each shooting session.
 Use only the correct ammunition for the firearm.
 Be sure to wear eye protection when using any type of firearm.
 Be sure to wear ear protection when using any cartridge or muzzle
loading firearm.
 Post range rules and use clear and consistent range commands.
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Firearms users shall
always follow MAT.

Always stay behind
the archery shooting
line.

Lake and Mendocino
Counties

When operating firearms the shooter must always follow the acronym
MAT:
○ Muzzle - always keep the muzzle pointed in a safe direction.
○ Action - always keep the action open until you are ready to shoot.
○ Trigger - always keep your finger off the trigger until you are ready
to fire.
 At the end of each shooting session be sure to have the participants
wash their hands with soap and water to remove lead residue.



Archery
 Archery activities at 4-H camp shall be supervised by a certified
instructor trainer or 4-H Archery Sports Adult Volunteer (UCCE
California 4-H Program Policy Handbook, Chapter 7, XV.).
 Prior to use, inspect bow and arrows for defects or disrepair. If
archery equipment fails the pre-use inspection, remove it from service.
 Use an arm guard and finger tab or archery glove to protect your
forearm and fingers from the bow string.
 Before drawing the bow, always thoroughly inspect the line of sight to
the target and areas to either side of the target to assure these arrowflight zones are clear of people or other non-intended targets.
 Never draw a bow and point the arrow at or in the direction of another
person.
 Only draw the bow when pointing the arrow at a target.
 Always follow all instructions of the 4-H Archery Range Sport
Volunteer while at an archery range.
 Do not retrieve your arrows until the “stop shooting” and “all clear”
signals have been given. Do not move past the firing line to pick up a
dropped arrow or other equipment until these signals have been
given.
 Never pass in front of other archers while at an archery range. Stay
behind the archery shooting line.
 If you must search for arrows behind the target, let other archers
know where you are by placing your bow in front of the target or
having another archer stand in front of the target.
 Always carry arrows with the points facing down and do not run while
carrying arrows.
 After use, bows and arrows shall be secured, by lock, and not
accessible to unauthorized persons.
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Fishing
 Wear personal protective equipment when fishing, such as shoes, Look behind and to
sunglasses or other eye protection, sunscreen, insect repellent, and a your sides before
casting a lure or hook.
hat.
 Carry and consume an adequate amount of drinking water when
fishing.
 When fishing from the shore, be aware that wet ground and surfaces
adjacent to bodies of water are slippery and you should step carefully
to prevent falls.
 When fishing from a steep bank, maintain a safe distance back from
the bank edge.
 Fishing persons that are young, non-swimmers, or poor swimmers
should always wear a personal flotation device (PFD) or life
San Joaquin County
preserver.
 Avoid being caught in the open near a water body during a
thunderstorm. If a thunderstorm approaches, head inland or away
from the body of water and seek shelter.
 Take care when baiting hooks or handling other types of sharp edged
fishing tackle. Look behind you and to your sides before casting a lure
or hook.
 Follow all state or local fishing regulations, including take limits,
restrictions on equipment, and license requirements. 4-H members 16
years and older must have a fishing license with appropriate tags for
the species of area being fished.
 Only consume fish caught in California according to advisories posted
by the state Office of Environmental Health Hazard Assessment
(OEHHA).
Hiking
 Bring adequate water for the weather conditions and as appropriate, Never wander from
wear a hat, long pants, boots or sturdy shoes, jacket, and skin and your group or partner
when hiking.
eye protection (i.e., sunscreen and sunglasses).
 In case of an emergency, know how to direct emergency responders
to your hiking location or transport an injured person to the closest
medical facility.
 Always hike with a group or partner in remote areas. Do not wander
from your group or partner.
 Use insect repellants containing compounds such as DEET (repels
San Joaquin County
insects) on exposed skin and permethrin (kills many insects on
contact) on clothing only.
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Move to a low spot
and seek shelter
when lightning
becomes a threat.









Horseback riders
shall wear properly
fitted equestrian
helmets.
Always treat your
horse with respect.

Solano County

Walk carefully in uneven terrain, especially when the ground surface
may be obscured by vegetation or during twilight or at night.
Carefully pick the spots where you intend to step. Be careful of
dislodging rocks onto other hikers below or following you.
Be particularly alert for falling rocks, rock slides, or rock falls when
hiking in proximity to cliff faces or steep rock outcrops.
When hiking in wet areas or in proximity to water, beware of stepping
onto slippery rocks, slopes, or ground. Do not wade in water above
your knees.
When hiking in wetland areas, be cautious of stepping onto
unsupported vegetation, soft mud, or quicksand. Use a branch to
probe the path surface ahead of you when crossing wetlands areas.
Whenever a lightning threat becomes apparent, move to a low spot
and seek shelter immediately.
If you encounter a snake, remain calm and back away slowly. Never
approach, tease, corner, or poke at any snake.
Closely look for snakes or insects before placing your hands on
objects such as rock outcrops or trees or picking up objects from the
ground (i.e., rocks, plants, leaves, etc.)
Thoroughly inspect the area where you intend to sit, particularly
around stumps, logs, boulders, or rock outcrops.

Horseback Riding
 When riding horses, wear personal protective equipment, including
long pants, long-sleeved shirt, closed-toed shoes, sunscreen, and a
properly fitted equestrian helmet which meet ASTM/SEI standards as
required by UCCE California 4-H Policy Handbook, Chapter 11, XVII.
V.
 Before mounting a horse, remove loose jewelry and pull back long
hair with a band.
 Approach horses within their field of vision. Move at a deliberate pace
and make the animal(s) aware of your approach as you enter their
flight zone.
 Once you are near a horse make sure the horse knows where you are
at all times by speaking to the horse and/or keeping a hand on the
horse’s body. Always treat your horse with respect.
 Beginning riders should be matched with experienced riding horses.
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After saddling and bridling your horse, mount your horse by putting
one foot in a stirrup and pushing off with your other foot while, at the
same, pulling on the saddle horn and back of the saddle. Lower
yourself onto the saddle and put your push-off foot in the other stirrup.
Take up the slack in the reins and gently squeeze your legs to get the
horse moving. Once the horse responds, relax your legs and allow
yourself to move with the motion of the horse.
Riders should become familiar with the one-rein stop for emergencies.
This maneuver should be practiced until it occurs naturally,
Do not wrap lead ropes, reins, or other lines attached to the horse
around your hands or other parts of your body.
When trail riding, be aware of and play attention to trail hazards such
as overhanging branches, fence lines, stream or water crossings, and
steep terrain.
Always wash your hands with soap and water after touching a horse
or an other animal.

Challenge and Rope Courses
 Installation and operation of challenge or ropes courses shall adhere
to the standards established by the Professional Ropes Course
Association
(PRCA)
(http://www.prcainfo.org/standards),
the
Association for Challenge Course Technology (ACCT) (http://
www.acctinfo.org),or similar guidelines (UCCE California 4-H Program
Policy Handbook, Chapter 11, XXIV.A.).
 Approved helmets must be worn by all participants involved in or
around high challenge/ropes course elements when participating on a
course that is above the participant’s height. An “approved helmet” is
one that meets the standards of the American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) or the International Mountaineering and Climbing
Federation (UIAA) (UCCE California 4-H Program Policy Handbook,
Chapter 11, XXIV.B.).
 Climbing harnesses shall be used on all high course elements (UCCE
California 4-H Program Policy Handbook, Chapter 11, XXIV. C.).
who lead challenge/ropes courses must have
 Facilitators
demonstrated training and experience in operating courses with youth
participants that meet accepted safety standards from organizations
such as PRCA, ACCT, or others (UCCE California 4-H Program
Policy Handbook, Chapter 11, XXIV.D.).
 Prior to climbing, remove necklaces or other loose articles of clothing
that could become entangled in ropes.
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other parts of your
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challenge/rope course
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their height.
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Climbing harnesses
shall be used on all
high course
elements.

Teams preferably
should be composed
of members of
similar size, skill
level, and physical
and emotional
maturity.

San Joaquin County

Tulare County

Ground spotters shall be used to break falls and help keep climbers
that fall on cushioned surfaces.
 Rope climbers shall be supported by an overhead rope that is
attached to a climbing harness. The overhead rope shall have a
controlled-descent device and be attended at all times by a belayer.
 When climbing, always follow the supervisor’s instructions. If you
begin to tire when climbing, then it is time for you to cease and return
to the ground.
 Never attempt to climb a rope or cargo net that is beyond your
capabilities.
Team Sports (volleyball, softball, soccer, basketball)
 All team sports should emphasize safety, fun, sportsmanship, and
learning skills.
 Prior to initiating the team sport, the playing field/surface should be
inspected for hazards such as rocks, branches, potholes, etc. If
hazards are present, they shall be removed or remedied to make the
playing field/surface safe.
 The team sport should be supervised by an adult or volunteer who
enforces the safety rules.
 It is preferable if competing teams are comprised of 4-H members that
are of similar size, skill level, and physical and emotional maturity.
 4-H members shall be instructed to follow all rules of the team sport.
 As necessary, 4-H members should warm up and cool down before
and after the sport.
 4-H members should consume adequate fluids to prevent dehydration
and heat stress.
 4-H members should wear safety equipment when appropriate (e.g.
batting helmets).


Craft Safety
Hot Glue Gun
 Before using, inspect the hot glue gun for damage to the casing. In
addition, inspect the electrical cord and plug for fraying and other
damage. If the hot glue gun fails your inspection, inform the group
leader and remove it from use.
 It is recommended safety practice to wear gloves and safety glasses
or goggles when using a hot glue gun.
 Keep the hot glue gun away from flammable materials and use in
work areas that are clean and dry.
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Use a wire or metal safety stand to hold the hot glue gun when you
are not using it to glue items. Never lay a hot glue gun on its side.
Always focus on the
Place a piece of paper or cardboard under the safety stand to catch gluing task.
hot glue drips.
Always focus on the gluing task. If you need to look away from gluing,
stop using the hot glue gun and place it in the safety stand.
Do not touch the heated nozzle of a hot glue gun.
Prevent inhalation of hot-glue vapors by using the glue gun in well
ventilated areas.
Unplug the glue gun and allow it to cool before changing the nozzle.
Do not tilt the hot glue gun nozzle upwards or attempt to use a hot
glue gun to glue overhead items.
Lake and Mendocino
Never leave a plugged in hot glue gun unattended.
Counties
Skin that comes in contact with hot glue should be immediately
plunged into cold water.

Knives
 Never run or climb while carrying a knife with an unprotected blade.
 When using a knife, cut in a direction away from your body and
fingers, hands, arms, and legs,
 Use knives in well-lighted areas.
 Never engage in horseplay with knives.
 Only use knives for their intended cutting/slicing/carving purpose.
 Do not use knives for prying, screwing, hammering, or pounding.
 Never throw a knife.
 Do not attempt to catch a dropped knife. Let it fall and then pick it up.
 Never use a knife on live electrical cords or equipment like
appliances.
 Always pass a knife handle first to another person.
 Focus on the task at hand when using a knife. Stop using the knife if
you want to look up.
 Always use a cutting board when slicing food.
 When not being used, keep pocket knife blades folded and straightblade knives in sheathes.
 After use, knives shall be secured, by lock, and not accessible to
unauthorized persons.
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When using
scissors, cut in a
direction away from
your body.

Closely look for
insects or insect
activity before placing
your hands on
objects such as rock
outcrops or trees or
picking up objects
from the ground.

Siskiyou County

Scissors
 When using scissors, cut in a direction away from your body and
fingers, hands, arms, and legs.
 Focus on the task at hand when using a pair of scissors. Stop using
the scissors if you want to look up.
 Do not attempt to catch a dropped pair of scissors. Let the scissors
fall and then pick them up.
 Use scissors in well-lighted work areas.
 Never engage in horseplay with scissors.
 Only use scissors for their intended cutting purpose. Do not use
scissors for prying, screwing, scraping, or pounding.
 Do not run or climb while carrying a pair of scissors.
 Always pass a pair of scissors handle first to another person.
Wildlife Safety
Biting and Stinging Insects
 The best defense against biting and stinging insects is to not be bitten
or stung by one. Avoid being outside during peak biting or stinging
activity times (usually early morning and evening hours) and in
favorable biting or stinging habitat such as wetlands, along streams,
lakes, or oceans, and moist shaded portions of wooded, brushcovered, or grassy areas. Also, avoid contact with insect nests,
swarming insects, and ant mounds.
 Wear a long sleeve shirt and long pants with boots when in wild land,
overgrown, rural, or wilderness areas. Tucking your pants into your
boots or socks helps prevent biting or stinging insects’ access to your
skin,
 Use insect repellents containing compounds such as DEET (repels
insects) on exposed skin and permethrin (kills many insects on
contact) on clothing only.
 Closely look for insects or insect activity before placing your hands on
objects such as rock outcrops or trees or picking up objects from the
ground (i.e. rocks, plants, leaves, etc.)
 Thoroughly inspect the area where you intend to sit, particularly
around stumps, logs, boulders, or rock outcrops.
 If you experience an insect bite or sting, see the Camp Health
Supervisor.
 Never scratch an insect bite or sting.
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Hantavirus Pulmonary Syndrome
 Hantavirus Pulmonary Syndrome (HPS) is carried by rodents and in
California, particularly by the deer mouse.
 4-H members should never handle wild rodents, either dead or alive.
 4-H members should avoid disturbing or cleaning up deer mice or
other wild rodent nests or droppings.
 Keep away from poorly ventilated buildings or enclosures, especially
where deer mice or other rodent contamination is present, unless the
space has been thoroughly cleaned and ventilated.
 Keep food in rodent-proof containers.
 If you come in contact with wild rodents, nests, or droppings, wash
you hands immediately and tell your group leader.
 If bitten by a deer mouse or other rodent, seek prompt attention from
the Camp Health Supervisor.
Poisonous Snakes
 Avoid walking or hiking alone in remote, overgrown, and/or exposed
rock areas. Have a walking or hiking partner in areas where
poisonous snakes are present.
 Always wear sturdy hiking boots when walking or hiking outdoors. Do
not wear sandals or open-toed shoes.
 Avoid heavy underbrush where you cannot see what is in front of you.
Stick to existing trails. When heavy underbrush is unavoidable, use a
walking stick to first probe and rustle brush and grass that you intend
to traverse.
 Be aware that rattlesnakes do not always shake their rattles before
striking.
 Closely look for snakes before placing your hands on objects such as
rock outcrops or trees or picking up objects from the ground (i.e.,
rocks, plants, leaves, etc.)
 Thoroughly inspect the area where you intend to sit, particularly
around stumps, logs, boulders, or rock outcrops.
 Carefully examine the ground before crossing over or under fences
and across logs and boulders.
 Never approach, tease, corner, or poke at any snake. If you
encounter a rattlesnake, remain calm and back away slowly. Always
give snakes plenty of room to escape from you.
 Consider baby snakes to be as venomous as fully grown poisonous
snakes.
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Do not handle recently killed snakes. Although dead, a delayed
nervous system reaction by the snake may cause it to bite.
 If a snakebite occurs, immediately contact the Camp Health
Supervisor.


Always drink
plenty of fluids
such as water and
sports drinks
during warm
weather.

Wear a hat with brim ,
long sleeve shirt, and
long pants when
spending long hours
outdoors.

Miscellaneous Safety Issues
Heat Illness
 Always drink plenty of fluids such as water and sports drinks. During
warm weather, plan to have at least one quart of water available per
person per hour of the outdoor activity.
 Wear a summer hat with a brim and loose-fitting, light-colored, and
lightweight clothing like cotton.
 Schedule vigorous activities during coolest portions of the day and
take frequent breaks on hot days.
 If someone is feeling symptoms of heat illness, move them into the
shade and contact the Camp Health Supervisor.
Skin Protection from Ultraviolet Radiation
 Exposure to ultraviolet (UV) radiation causes more the 90% of skin
cancers.
 When outdoors you are exposed to UV radiation levels 20 times
greater than when indoors.
 UV radiation exposure increases by about 10% with every 3,000 foot
increase in elevation.
 The peak hours of UV radiation are between 10:00 am and 4:00 pm.
So scheduling outdoor activities before or after these hours will
reduce exposure to UV radiation.
 Always wear a hat with brim, long sleeve shirt, and long pants when
spending long hours outdoors.
 Use a sunscreen with a skin protection factor (SPF) of 15 or greater
on exposed skin areas.
Campfires
 Prior to starting a campfire, determine whether any outdoor burning
restrictions are in place. Always follow outdoor burning restrictions.
 A first aid kit, emergency telephone numbers (911), directions to the
closest emergency care facility, and cell or land-line phone should be
readily available before the campfire activity starts.
 Water should be available at all times to extinguish the fire quickly if
necessary.
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Never locate a campfire under hanging branches or in areas of heavy
brush or tall grasses.
Use a fire ring that either is built from stones or composed of a metal
ring. The fire ring should be less than four feet in diameter.
Assure that an area extending to about 10 feet outside the perimeter
of the fire ring is clear of debris down to the soil. Campers should be
seated or located outside the cleared area.
Keep a bucket of water and shovel nearby to put out embers that may
escape the fire ring or to put the campfire completely out when the
activity is finished.
Never start a campfire with a flammable fuel. Use paper scraps or
small kindling to start a campfire,
Do not start a campfire during a thunderstorm or during periods of
high winds.
Never throw away a burned match until the match head is cold to the
touch.
Campers should be aware that once a stick, piece of kindling, branch,
or log enters a campfire, it stays in the campfire.
When cooking over a campfire, use long handle tongs, spatulas, and
forks to turn or move food on grills. Also, wear clothing that is snug
and buttoned or zipped.
Use a metal grate to hold posts or frying pans above the campfire.
Steel tripods may also be used to hold pots above campfires. Use hot
pad holders to pick up hot pots and pans.
Never leave a campfire unattended. A responsible adult must be
present at all times that a campfire is burning.
Put the campfire out by drowning it with water. Stir the water and
ashes until the ashes are cold to the touch.
At a later time, double check the campfire ashes to assure that the
fire has remained out.

Thunderstorms
 If you are within hearing distance of thunder, you are also within
striking distance of lighting.
 If you see lighting and hear the resultant thunder in less that 30
seconds, the thunder storm is with six miles of you and should be
considered dangerous.
 Whenever a lighting threat becomes significant, seek shelter
immediately.
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Sheltering from
lightning includes:
returning to vehicle,
vacating ridge or hill
tops and open water
bodies, and
occupying buildings
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Campers shall only
be released to
parents, guardians,
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Shelter from lightning includes returning to a vehicle, vacating ridge or
hill tops and open water bodies, and occupying building or facilities.
If you are able to shelter indoors, unplug and keep your distance from
appliances, computers, radios, and television sets.
Never stand under an isolated tree in an open area to shelter from a
thunderstorm.
During a thunderstorm, avoid contact with metal objects such as
fences, poles, electrical wires including overhead utility lines,
machinery, and power tools.
It is not a safe practice to take refuge from lightning beneath canopies
or small picnic or rain shelters.
If you are in the open during a thunderstorm, crouch down and
protect your hearing by covering your ears. If possible, crouch down
in a nearby topographic depression or low spot.
Wait at least 30 minutes after a thunderstorm has passed before
resuming outdoor activities.

ENDING OF CAMP
Camp Check Out
 At the conclusion of camp, campers shall be transported offsite by pre
-arranged bus or released to parents, guardians, or pre-approved
adults who have confirming identification.
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APPENDIX A
EXCERPTS FROM THE
CALIFORNIA HEALTH AND SAFETY CODE AND
ORGANIZED CAMP REGULATIONS
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Excerpts from the California Health and Safety Code (Sections 18897-18897.7)
HSC Section 18897 (a) through (c) defines an organized camp as a site with a program and facilities
established for primary purposes of providing an outdoor group living experience with social, spiritual,
educational, or recreational objectives, for five days or more during one or more seasons of the year. The term
does not include a motel, tourist camp, trailer park, resort, hunting camp, auto court, labor camp, penal or
correctional camp nor does it include a child care institution or home-finding agency. The term also does not
include any charitable or recreational organization which complies with the rules and regulations for recreational
trailer parks.
HSC Section 18897.1 defines camper as any person in an organized camp on a fee or nonfee basis who is a
participant in the regular program and training of an organized camp, and who may take on duties relating to
such program and training.
HSC Section 18897.4 establishes the authority of the local health officer to enforce rules and regulations related
to organized camps.
HSC Section 18897.7 states that no organized camp shall be operated unless it meets the minimum standards
in this code and CCR Title 17, Sections 30700 through 30753. Violation of this section is a misdemeanor.
California Department of Public Health criteria to be used in identifying an organized camp are as follows:
1. Camp is located on a permanent site.
2. Camp has a well defined program of organized, supervised activities in which campers are required to
participate.
3. There is present at the camp a qualified program director and staff adequate to carry out the program.
4. A major portion of daily program activities are out of doors.
5. Establishments which rent or lease facilities on an individual, family or group basis for the principal
purpose of sporting or other unorganized recreational activities should not be considered an organized
camp.
6. Camps operated by organizations such as the Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., Girl Scouts of the United States, Boy
Scouts of America, Camp Fire, Salvation Army, etc. are true prototypes of organized camps.
Memberships in one of the following organizations is indicative of status as an organized camp:
a. The American Camp Association, or
b. The Christian Camping International, or
c. The Western Association of Independent Camps, or
d. The Association for Environmental and Outdoor Education Inc., or
e. Other similar camping associations
Excerpts from the California Organized Camp Regulations (Title 17, Sections 30700 through 30753)
CCR Title 17, Section 30700 definitions:
(a) “Aquatics Supervisor” means a person who provides supervision to the aquatic facility, staff and
program of the camp meeting the requirements of Section 30741 (d)(1).
(b) “Camp” means an organized camp as defined in Health and safety Code, section 18897 and does not
include facilities, programs and arrangements listed in Health and safety Code, section 1596.792.
(c) “Counselor” means a person who is directly involved with camp program activities and camp supervision
meeting the requirements of Section 30751 (b) and (c).
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(d) “Director” means a person who is responsible for day-to-day decision making and supervision of the
camp program and staff meeting the requirements of Section 30751 (a).
(e) “Health Screening” means an examination to identify observable evidence of illness, injury, or
communicable disease; to review and update each person’s health history; and to identify current
medical treatment (including medication), allergies or dietetic restrictions.
(f) “Health Supervisor” means a person who is either a physician, registered nurse, licensed vocational
nurse, who is licensed pursuant to Division 2 of the Business and Professions Code or a person who is
trained in accordance with section 1596.866 of the health and safety code.
(g) “Site Operator” means an individual, partnership, joint venture, or organization that owns, leases, or
rents an organized camp site.
General Camp Safety Requirements (CCR Title 17, Section 30702)
The camp and established trails, shall be in an area properly drained and free or protected from natural or manmade hazards, such as mine pits, quarries, and high-speed roads, or large numbers of insects and venomous
snakes. Poison oak shall be controlled. Excessive dust that may be injurious to health and safety in the main
living and housing areas of the camp shall be prevented by suitable means.
Notice of Intention to Operate (CCR Title 17, Section 30703)
(a) At least 30 days prior to the operation of any camp in any calendar year, written
shall be sent by the site operator to the local health officer of the city, county, or city and county in which
the camp is located, setting forth the name, location and mailing address of the person or agency that
owns the camp, the name and address of the person or agency proposing to operate the camp and the
proposed dates of occupancy during that calendar year. Camps which operate year-round shall provide
only an initial notice of operation.
(b) Written notice shall be sent to the local health officer at least 30 days prior to:
(1) Construction of any new camp,
(2) Any major expansion of physical facilities or
(3) Any changes to items of information required in (a) above.
Requirements for Camps (CCR Title 17, Section 30704)
On an annual basis and at change of ownership the site operator shall submit to the local health officer
(a) A written verification that the camp is accredited by the American Camp Association, (formerly the
American Camping Association) or
(b) (1) A written description of operating procedures that describes the program of
organized and supervised activities of the camp in the following areas:
(A) Supervisor qualifications and training
(B) Staff skill verification criteria and process
(C) Participant eligibility requirements (if any)
(D) Staff-to participant supervision ratios
(E) Equipment needed
(F) Safety procedures
(G) Emergency procedures specific to location
(H) Environmental hazards
(I) Access and equipment control
(J) Equipment and maintenance repair
(2) An accepted reference for these operating procedures are the following chapters of Accreditation
Standards for Camp Programs and services (2007 Edition) published by the American Camp
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Association, Martinsville, Indiana, identified as:
(A) PD – Program – Design and Activities
(B) PA – Program – Aquatics
(C) PC – Program – Adventure/challenge
(D) PH – Program – Horseback Riding
(E) PT – Program – Trip and Travel
(c) A written statement by the Director that the Director has reviewed the criminal history record check and
voluntary disclosure statement as described in section 30751 for all individuals for which it is required by
section 30751 (a), and documentation of the criminal history record check of the Director.
Utilities
Water Supply (CCR Title 17, Section 30710)
(a) A dependable supply of potable water adequate to furnish 50 gallons of water per person per day shall
be available. Where pit or chemical toilets are used, this figure may be reduced to 30 gallons per person
per day.
(b) The water supply system shall conform to the following;
(1) Water wells shall be constructed in accordance with the requirements of California Bulletin 7481, Water Well Standards, Chapter II and Appendix A, B, C (December 1981) and California
Bulletin 74-90 (June1991), Water Well Standards published by the Department of Water
Resources, State of California Resources Agency.
(2) Springs shall meet the following requirements:
(A) Use of a spring as a potable water source shall not be permitted if it is located on the
side of or at the foot of a hill where cesspools, privies, sewers, or other sources of
contamination would be located above the spring and in the path of the groundwater flow
toward the spring. In no one case shall a spring be used if it is located closer than 200 feet
to an upstream potential source of contamination.
(B) Springs used as a potable water source shall be developed with a tight box or
enclosure including a watertight cover with no openings that will permit entrance of surface
waters, windblown dusts or small animals.
(3) No stream sources for potable water shall be used without treatment.
(4) Water supply, quality, monitoring, storage, and distribution shall comply with the requirements of
the California Safe Drinking Water Act, Health and safety Code, Section 116270, et seq.
Drinking Water (CCR Title 17, Section 30711)
Drinking water shall be provided and be centrally located in the camp.
Handwashing Facilities (CCR Title 17, Section 30712)
Handwashing facilities shall be provided adjacent to all flush toilets. Single service soap dispensers shall be
provided at handwashing facilities, except for those handwashing facilities located in camper housing facilities.
Showers (CCR Title 17, Section 30713)
When campers are present for three or more consecutive days and nights, showers shall be provided.
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Toilets (CCR Title 17, Section 30714)
Toilets shall be provided at the ratio required in Table 4-4, part 5, Title 24, CCR. Pit or chemical toilets may only
be used in remote areas where a plumbing system for water distribution is unavailable. Pit or chemical toilets
shall be located so as not to endanger water supplies and shall be so constructed as to exclude flies and
vermin.
Housing
Building Structures (CCR Title 17, Section 40720)
(a) Plans and specifications for every building or structure shall be approved by the local health officer prior
to the start of any construction.
(b) Nothing in this section shall prohibit the State department of Public Health or local health officer from
contracting with the Office of the State Architect of the Department of General Services or any private
or other governmental agency for the review of design and performance of inspection of construction of
camp buildings and structures, in accordance with the provisions of this section.
Sleeping Accommodations (CCR Title 17, Section 30721)
Head-to-head sleeping accommodations shall be prohibited. A minimum space of 18 inches, or a physical
barrier, shall be provided between bed units including sleeping bags.
Repair, Safety, Maintenance and Sanitation (CCR Title 17, Section 30722)
(a) Every building, structure, tent, tent structure, cabin, and premises shall be kept in good repair, and shall
be maintained in a safe and sanitary condition, clean and free from accumulations of paper, rubbish, or
standing water, satisfactory to the local health officer.
(b) All appliances, equipment, devices, facilities, electrical, mechanical, plumbing, refrigerating, and
ventilating systems shall be kept in good repair, and shall be maintained in a safe and sanitary
condition satisfactory to the local health officer.
(c) When provided, mattresses, mattress covers, blankets, sheets, pillows, and/or sleeping bags shall be
maintained sanitary and in good condition. Blankets, sheets, pillows, and/or sleeping bags shall be
laundered and/or sanitized prior to issuance to a camper. Mattresses shall be covered with waterproof
material or washable covers so as to be easily cleaned and sanitized.
Overhead Electrical Line Construction (CCR Title 17, Section 30723)
All overhead electrical lines installed in a camp shall be in accordance with the Public Utilities Commission,
General Order No. 95 (January 2006), Rules for Overhead Electrical Line Construction.
Food Service Facilities and Operations
Food Service Facilities (CCR Title 17, Section 30730)
Food service facilities shall comply with the requirements of the California Retail Food Code, Health and Safety
Code, Section 113700 et seq.
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Solid Waste
Garbage and Refuse (CCR Title 17, Section 30735)
All garbage and refuse shall be deposited and stored in flytight containers, removed and disposed of at a
frequency and in a manner satisfactory to the local health officer.
Vector Control
Vectors and Pests (CCR Title 17, Section 30736)
Every camp shall have a plan and equipment for coping with excessive numbers of flies, mosquitoes and other
insects and with rodents. At times or places where special risk of transmission of disease to humans from
insects, rodents or other animals exists, the camp shall institute special measures to protect the campers, under
the guidance of the local health officer.
Swimming and Bathing
Swimming Facilities (CCR Title 17, Section 30740)
All swimming pools, pools, wading pools and special purposes pools which are located in or provided for any
camp shall be designed, constructed, maintained, and operated in accordance with the provisions of Article 5,
Chapter 5, Part 10, Division 104, of the Health and safety code, Sections 116035-116068, and with the
applicable provisions of Chapter 20, Division 4, Title 22, and chapter 31, Part 2, Title 24, Sections 3101B3137B.2. and Figures 31B-1-31B-5 of the CCR.
Lake, Stream, River or Ocean Swimming (CCR Title, Section 30741)
(a) A plan for the use of any lake, stream, river or the ocean by any camp for swimming or boating shall be:
(1) Developed and maintained by the Director,
(2) Submitted to the local health officer prior to use, and
(3) Implemented in accordance with any special conditions that may be specified in writing by the local
health officer to protect health and safety.
(b) Any camp which uses places such as lakes, streams, rivers or the ocean for swimming shall be
equipped with at least one lifeboat or equivalent water safety device that is suited to the size, location
and use of the water facility, population of the camp and that shall:
(1) Be used for no other purpose than for saving lives or for other emergencies,
(2) Be kept in good repair and readily accessible to the areas of potential use, and
(3) Comply with Harbors and Navigation Code Section 652.
(c) No camp shall maintain or use a lake, stream or river unless careful soundings of depth of water and
location of eddies and pools and determinations of the presence and nature of dangerous currents,
sunken logs, rocks and obstructions in the lake, stream or river have been made and:
(1) Legible signs indicating in plain letters, the depth of water, the location of pools and eddies, and the
presence and direction of currents of water shall be posted at any lake, stream or river used by a
camp for camper swimming, and
(2) The signs shall be visible from the swimming or bathing area during the season when bathing and
swimming are permitted.
(d) Lifeguard services equivalent to those defined in Section 116028, Health and Safety Code, shall be
provided at any location used for swimming by campers.
(1) There shall be a designated aquatics supervisor who is at least 18 years of age and who shall
possess an American Red Cross Lifeguard Certificate, YMCA Swim Lifesaving Certificate or its
equivalent certificate.
(2) Lifeguard service shall be provided at a ratio of 1 lifeguard for each 25 campers in the water.
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Supervision
Health Supervision (CCR Title 17, Section 30750)
(a) Every camper and each staff member entering camp shall furnish a health history of his or her health
status that is completed and signed by the individual camper or staff member, or by the parent or
guardian if the camper or staff member is under the age of 18. This history shall be kept on-site as long
as the camper or staff member is at camp and shall include the following:
(1) A description of any health condition requiring medication, treatment, special restriction or
consideration while at camp,
(2) A record of immunizations including date of the last tetanus shot, and
(3) A record of any allergies.
(b) A signed statement by a parent or guardian to seek emergency medical treatment shall be provided for
each staff member or camper, except those minors accompanied in camp by a parent or guardian. The
local health officer, when necessary for the protection of the health of campers and staff members, may
require special inoculations and testing for each camper and staff member entering camp.
(c) There shall be a full-time adult Health Supervisor charged with health supervision at the camp when
campers are present.
(d) Health screening shall be conducted under the supervision of the Health Supervisor by qualified staff
that meet the requirements of section 30700 (f) for:
(1) All staff prior to the arrival of campers; and
(2) All campers under the age of 18 who are unaccompanied by a parent or guardian within 24 hours
of arrival at camp.
(e) If a physician is not on site when campers are present, arrangements shall be made for a physician to
be available on an on-call basis. An infirmary (tentage or other shelter), with provision for isolating
patients, shall be provided. Advance arrangements shall be made for the immediate removal of
seriously sick or injured campers or staff members to a point of adequate medical care, on
recommendation of a physician. This subsection shall not apply to intermittent short-term organized
camps operating less than 72 hours except when required by the local health officer for the protection
of the health of campers and adult supervisors.
(f) A medical logbook shall be maintained by the Health Supervisor which includes at least the following
information for each accident, injury or illness:
(1) Name of the person treated;
(2) Dosage and intervals of any medication dispensed;
(3) First aid or medical treatment rendered;
(4) Name of the person administering the first aid or medical treatment;
(5) Date and time of treatment; and
(6) Date parent/guardian notified of accident, illness or injury.
(g) The Health Supervisors or the site operator shall report all occurrences of foodborne illness, suspected
foodborne illness, or any other reportable disease as required by CCR Title 17, Section 2500 (b)
promptly to the local health officer for the camp location.
(h) All medication brought to a camp by campers that needs to be dispensed by the Health Supervisor or
qualified staff that meet the requirements of section 30700 (f) shall be:
(1) In the original container and labeled in accordance with California health and Safety Code, Division
104, Part 5, Chapter 6, Article 3, commencing with section 11330, or
(2) In containers accompanied by specific written dispensing instructions from a parent, legal guardian,
or physician licensed pursuant to Division 2 of the Business and Profession Code, and
(3) Stored in a locked container when unattended by the Health Supervisor.
(i) A written health care plan developed and maintained by the Health Supervisor shall be used at the
camp. The health plan shall include:
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(1) The responsibilities and authority of the Health Supervisor and other qualified health staff meeting
the requirements of section 30700 (f) that provide health care including first aid,
(2) The procedures for camp health care and sanitation,
(3) A record keeping process,
(4) A plan for provision and maintenance of supplies and equipment, and
(5) The relationships and agreements with local medical personnel, hospitals, and providers of
emergency care and other emergency care providers, and
(6) A plan to prevent and control the spread of pandemic flu or other communicable diseases among
campers.
General and Safety Supervision (CCR Title 17, Section 30751)
(a) When campers are present, every camp shall have a Director at the camp in charge who is at least 25
years of age and has at least two seasons of administrative or supervisory experience in camp activities.
The director shall provide staff for the care, protection, and supervision of the campers. The director and
all camp counselors shall not have direct unsupervised contact with campers without first obtaining a
satisfactory criminal history record check from the California Department of Justice, Bureau of Criminal
Identification, or U.S. Department of Justice National Sex Offender Public Registry, and voluntary
disclosure statement that contains the same information as standard HR-4 Staff Screening of the
Accreditation Standards for Camp Programs and Services, American Camp Association (2007 Edition).
(b) When campers are present, there shall be at least one counselor who is a high school graduate or who
is at least 18 years of age, for each 10 campers under 16 years of age.
(c) The health Supervisor shall verify that all counselors have been trained in principles of first aid and
cardiopulmonary resuscitation.
(d) Subsections (b) and (c) shall not apply to intermittent organized short-term camps.
Firearms (CCR Title 17, Section 30752)
All firearms and ammunition, when not in use for authorized camp activities, shall be stored in a cabinet
designated for this use and locked. The key shall be in the possession of the Director or qualified designee
meeting the requirements of section 30751 (a).
Emergency Plan (CCR Title 30753)
(a) Each camp shall retain on site a written site specific plan, approved by the Director, outlining procedures
which deal with the following emergency situations:
(1) Natural disasters.
(2) Lost campers.
(3) Fires.
(4) Transportation emergencies.
(5) Severe illnesses and injuries.
(6) Strangers in camp.
(7) Aquatic emergencies as appropriate for the site.
(8) Other emergency situations as appropriate for the site.
(b) The site specific plan shall include procedures for:
(1) Evacuation of the camp site,
(2) Control of vehicular traffic through the camp, and
(3) Communication from persons at the site of an emergency to the emergency medical facilities, the
nearest fire station, and both administrative and health staff of the camp.
(c) Camp staff shall be trained in implementation of the procedures set forth in the emergency plan.
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APPENDIX B
4-H CALIFORNIA YDP
ANNUAL NOTICE to OPERATE TEMPLATE
(to be used if 4-H is the Camp Operator, as defined in CCR Title 17, Section 30700)
(to be prepared by the County Director)
This template is available online at:
http://groups.ucanr.org/ehs/4H/Camp_Safety_Guidebook.htm
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UCCE Letterhead
Date
Dr. ___________________________
Health Officer
County of _______________________
Address:

______________________
______________________

RE: Submittal of Annual Notice of Intention to Operate and Camp Operating
Procedures, 4-H Camp ______________, _______________ County, California
This correspondence serves as the Notice of Intention to Operate an organized camp
as required by California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 17, Section 30703. The 4-H
Camp _________________________ is located at ______________________ and is
scheduled to operate between the dates of _____________ and ____________.
The 4-H Camp Operating Procedures are also attached as required by CCR Title 17,
Section 30704.
If you have any question or require additional information, please contact me at
_________________________.
Sincerely,

County Director
UCCE
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APPENDIX C
4-H CALIFORNIA YDP
CAMP OPERATING PROCEDURES TEMPLATE
(to be used if 4-H is the Site Operator, as defined in CCR Title 17, Section 30700, or
if no operating procedures exist)
(to be prepared by the Site Operator)
This document is provided to meet the regulatory requirements for describing
Camp Operating Procedures. It allows you to document your site-specific
procedures by filling in and completing the template’s blank spaces and check
boxes.
This template may be completed by filling In the blanks and check boxes by hand or
electronically by filling in the grey form-field blanks and check boxes.
This template is available online at:
http://groups.ucanr.org/ehs/4H/Camp_Safety_Guidebook.htm
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
4-H CAMP _______________________

CAMP OPERATING PROCEDURES

In compliance with:
California Code of Regulations
Title 17, Section 30704 (b)(1)

California 4-H YDP Camp Operating Procedures

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CAMP OPERATING PROCEDURES

This Camp Operating Procedures has been prepared by the Site Operator, in
accordance with California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 17, Section 30704 (b)(1).

Camp Name:

______________________________________________

Location Address:

Prepared By:
Signature:
County Director
Signature:
Implementation Date:
Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CAMP OPERATING PROCEDURES

I.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF CAMP OPERATING
PROCEDURES
The California Organized Camp regulations, located in California Code of
Regulations, Title 17, Section 30704 (b)(1), require each Site Operator to derive
and submit to the local county health officer a written description of camp
operating procedures as follows:
1. Supervisor qualifications and training;
2. Staff skill verification criteria and process;
3. Participant eligibility requirements (if any);
4. Staff-to-participant supervision ratios;
5. Equipment needed;
6. Safety procedures;
7. Emergency procedures specific to location;
8. Environmental hazards;
9. Access and equipment control; and
10. Equipment and maintenance repair.
This template is available at the ANR Environmental Health and Safety website:
http://groups.ucanr.org/ehs/4H/Camp_Safety_Guidebook.htm where it may be
compiled online and downloaded for subsequent use.

II.

SUPERVISOR QUALIFICATIONS AND TRAINING


Camp supervisor qualifications and training are as follows:
1. Site Operator:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
2. Camp Director:
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________

III.

STAFF SKILL VERIFICATION CRITERIA AND PROCESS



Camp adult volunteers and counselors provide skill and experience
information on their Leader Application Forms.
Relevant skill and experience information is used to make informed
decisions regarding camp assignments.
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IV.

PARTICIPANT ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS (IF ANY)
Campers are required to be enrolled 4-H members to participate in the 4-H
camp.

V.

STAFF-TO-PARTICIPANT SUPERVISION RATIOS
4-H adult volunteers and Representatives or Advisors shall be at a ratio of one
to 10 (or less) 4-H campers at the 4-H camp.

VI.

EQUIPMENT NEEDED (check appropriate boxes)
First Aid Kits

Cellular Phones

Fire Extinguishers

Safety Helmets for Sport Activities

Audible Emergency Alarm

Personal Flotation Devices (i.e., Lifevests)

Telephone Line

Liferings at Pool

Safety Goggles (Tool Use)

Water Coolers (Heat Stress)

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________

VII. SAFETY PROCEDURES
See attached California 4-H Camp Safety Guidebook.
VIII. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES SPECIFIC TO LOCATION
See attached Camp Emergency Plan and Camp Health Care Plan.
IX.

ENVIRONMENTAL HAZARDS (check appropriate boxes)
Earthquakes

Range and Forest Fires

Thunder and Lightning Storms

Flash Floods

Extreme Heat Events

Biting and Stinging Insects

Poisonous Snakes

Toxic Plants

Uncontrolled Natural Water Bodies

_____________________

_____________________

_____________________
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X.

ACCESS AND EQUIPMENT CONTROL




XI.

Tools and equipment used to perform camp repair, maintenance, and
lawnscaping tasks shall be stored in secured buildings, sheds, cabinets,
toolboxes, and/or lockers. This includes hand and power saws, pruning
shears, hedge and grass trimmers, lawn mowers, chisels, pliars, hammers,
and power drills.
Hazardous substances, such as paint, solvents, pesticides, pool and water
treatment chemicals, and flammable liquids, shall be stored in secured
cabinets, lockers, or buildings that are designed for the storage of these
types of materials.

EQUIPMENT AND MAINTENANCE REPAIR



Tools and equipment used to perform camp repair, maintenance, and
lawnscaping tasks shall be maintained in good working order by
appropriately trained staff.
Repairs and maintenance shall be performed in a timely manner to support
proper upkeep of camp utilities and operations.
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4-H CAMP SAFETY GUIDEBOOK
Prepared by ANR Environmental Health & Safety
in cooperation with the
California State 4-H Youth Development Program

APPENDIX D
4-H CALIFORNIA YDP
HEALTH CARE PLAN TEMPLATE
(to be prepared by the Camp Health Supervisor)
This document is provided to meet the regulatory requirements for a Health Care
Plan. It allows you to document your site-specific procedures by filling in and
completing the Plan’s blank spaces, forms, and logs. The Health Care Supervisor
may add or remove portions of the template at their discretion to develop a Health
Care Plan that meets the needs of their specific Camp conditions and/or activities.
This template may be completed by filling In the blanks by hand or electronically by
filling in the grey form-field blanks.

This template is available online at:
http://safety.ucanr.edu/4-H_Resources/Camp_Safety_Guidebook/

[THIS PAGE WAS LEFT INTENTIONALLY BLANK]

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
4-H CAMP _______________________

HEALTH CARE PLAN

In compliance with:
California Code of Regulations
Title 17, Section 30750

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CAMP HEALTH CARE PLAN

This Camp Health Care Plan has been prepared by the camp Health Supervisor, in
accordance with California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 17, Section 30750.

Camp Name:

______________________________________________

Location Address:

Prepared By:
Signature:
County Director
Signature:
Implementation Date:
Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date/:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CAMP HEALTH CARE PLAN

I.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A CAMP WRITTEN HEALTH CARE PLAN
The California Organized Camp regulations, located in California Code of
Regulations, Title 17, Section 30750 require each camp to retain on site a written
site-specific health care plan, prepared by the Health Supervisor, outlining the
procedures for addressing health issues as follows:
1. The responsibilities and authority of the Health Supervisor and other
qualified health staff meeting the requirements of the definition of a
“Health Supervisor” that provide health care including first aid;
2. The procedures for camp health care and sanitation;
3. A record keeping process;
4. A plan for provision and maintenance of supplies and equipment;
5. The relationships and agreements with local medical personnel, hospitals,
and providers of emergency care and other emergency care providers;
and
6. A plan to prevent and control the spread of pandemic flu or other
communicable diseases among campers.
This template is available at the ANR Environmental Health and Safety website:
http://groups.ucanr.org/ehs/4H/Camp_Safety_Guidebook.htm where the plan
may be compiled online and downloaded for subsequent use.

II.

CAMP HEALTH PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES AND AUTHORITIES
Health Supervisor
Name: ___________________________________
Professional Title: __________________________
License Number: ___________________________
Responsibilities and Authorities:
 Conduct medical screening of 4-H campers, teen counselors, adult
volunteers, and Representatives or Advisors.
 Provide health supervision at the camp.
 Maintain the camp medical logbook and camp medical records.
 Report all occurrences of foodborne illness, suspected foodborne illness,
or any other reportable diseases promptly to the County Health Officer for
the camp location.
 Store and dispense medications brought to camp.
 Carry out standing orders issued by campers’ physicians.
 Respond to camp injuries and illnesses.
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Establish procedures for camp health care and sanitation, including
monitoring restrooms, food service areas, and camper living quarters, as
necessary.
Assure for the provision and maintenance of necessary camp medical
supplies and equipment.
Develop relationships and agreements with local medical personnel,
hospitals, clinics, and providers of emergency care and other emergency
care providers.
Prepare, maintain, and implement the written Camp Health Care Plan,
including plans to prevent and control the spread of pandemic flu or other
communicable diseases among campers.

Assistant Health Supervisor (

not applicable)

Name: ___________________________________
Professional Title: __________________________
License Number: ___________________________
Responsibilities and Authorities:
 ______________________________________________

III.



______________________________________________



______________________________________________



______________________________________________



______________________________________________

INITIAL HEALTH SCREENINGS
The Camp Health Supervisor or Assistant Health Supervisor (i.e., appropriately
licensed medical professional) shall perform initial health screenings for: 1) All
staff prior to the arrival of campers; and 2) All campers under the age of 18 who
are unaccompanied by a parent or guardian within 24 hours of arrival at camp.

IV.

DAILY CAMPER WELLNESS OBSERVATIONS



The Camp Health Supervisor or designee (e.g., 4-H Representatives or
Advisors, adult volunteers, or teen counselors) shall observe each camper
every camp day for indications or illness or injury.
The wellness observation should document changes in campers’ normal
appearance or level of activity. Observation and documentation may
include asking the camper how they feel. If observable changes are
documented in a camper, then the camper shall be promptly referred to
the Health Supervisor for further evaluation.
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V.

PERIODIC HEALTH-RELATED FACILITY INSPECTIONS





The Camp Health Supervisor or designee shall perform periodic
inspections of the camp restrooms, food service areas, and camper living
quarters.
If inspections indicate conditions are favorable for the incubation and/or
spread of disease, then the Health Supervisor shall be promptly notified
and thereafter, initiate corrective action(s). In the event of a lice
infestation, prevention and control guidance may be found at the CDC link
as follows: http://www.cdc.gov/lice/head/.
Periodic health-related camp facility inspections shall be documented on a
form. An example of a inspection form is presented below:

Date
Inspected
6/5/2010
6/5/2010
6/9/2010
6/9/2010


VI.

Inspector
Initials
BAO

MJB
TAB

A blank Health-Related Facility Inspection Form is given in Attachment A.

CAMP MEDICAL LOGBOOK AND RECORDS






VII.

Example of Camp Health-Related Facility Inspection Form
Inspector
Location
Issue
Corrective Action
Date
Initials
Completed
RVS
Boy’s
Clogged Sink
Unclog Sink
6/6/2010
Restroom
RVS
Girl’s
None
Restroom
BAO
Cabin 6
Mice Droppings
Wet-Cleaned Area
6/9/2010
with Disinfectant
MJB
Kitchen
Insects Behind
Called Pest Control
6/10/2010
Stove
Company

The Camp Health Supervisor shall maintain a logbook of 4-H
Representative or Advisor, adult volunteer, teen counselor, and camper
accidents, injuries, and illnesses, including the name of the person
treated, dosage and intervals of any medication dispensed, first aid or
medical treatment rendered, name of person administering the first aid or
medical treatment, date and time of treatment, and date parent or
guardian notified of accident, injury, or illness.
As appropriate, the injury may be identified on the attached human figure
diagram.
A blank Camp Medical Logbook Form and Human Figure Diagram are
given in Attachments B1 and B2, respectively.
The Camp Health Supervisor shall maintain camp medical records such
as the Youth and Adult Medical Release Forms in a secure location
(UCCE California 4-H Policy Handbook, Chapter 11, VIII. C. 2. b.

REPORTING FOODBORNE ILLNESSES OR OTHER REPORTABLE
DISEASES TO THE COUNTY HEALTH OFFICER



The Camp Health Supervisor shall immediately report to the County
Health Officer reportable diseases such as foodborne disease (two or
more cases), hantavirus infections, rabies, and avian influenza.
A list of diseases and conditions and timeframes for reporting under Title
17 of the California Code of Regulations is presented in Attachment C and
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available online at
http://www.cdph.ca.gov/HealthInfo/Documents/Reportable_Diseases_Con
ditions.pdf.

VIII.

STORAGE AND DISTRIBUTION OF MEDICATION









IX.

All medications shall be stored in a locked container or cabinet at all times,
except when being dispensed or required to be carried by a camper or
staff due to frequent or emergency use.
All medications shall be in original containers with all prescription
information appearing on the label affixed to the container or in containers
accompanied by specific written dispensing instructions from a parent,
guardian, or California licensed physician.
Stock supplies of non-prescription medications, such as over-the-counter
aspirin, may be maintained but may only be dispensed as authorized in
the Youth Medical Release Form.
The Health Supervisor shall always destroy any prescription medication
no longer used or left by a camper.
Campers that routinely receive prescription medication for chronic health
issues or treatment programs shall either have their dose administered by
the Health Supervisor or Assistant Health Supervisor or self-administer
their own dose under the supervision of the Health Supervisor or Assistant
Health Supervisor as follows:
o Assuring campers takes their medications at scheduled times;
o Assisting campers with reviewing medication container label
information;
o Double checking the medication dose the camper is preparing to take;
o Assuring campers follow changes in medication dosages and
schedules that are in accordance with written physician orders or
emergency verbal or electronic communications from physicians; and
o Preventing campers from repacking or re-labeling prescription
medications.
The Health Supervisor or Assistant Health Supervisor shall record the
dispensing of prescription medications to campers in the medical logbook,
including the name of the camper, date and time the medication is taken,
medication name, and name of the person dispensing or supervising selfadministering of medications.

EMERGENCY FIRST AID RESPONSE PROCEDURES


The Health Supervisor and/or Assistant Health Supervisor shall provide
primary emergency response as follows:
o Evaluate the situation and if a serious injury has occurred, have a
bystander contact emergency medical services (Dial 911).
o Stabilize the situation and direct the evacuation of other event
participants if a serious hazard continues to exist.
o Assess the accident scene to assure that it is safe to provide first aid.
For example, a victim may be in contact with a power line.
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o After determining the accident scene is safe for first aid response:
 Determine whether the victim is responsive by asking them if they
are “O.K.”
 Conduct a primary survey of the victim which includes checking
their airway, breathing, and circulation (pulse).
 Clear the victim’s airway by performing the Heimlich maneuver or
slapping them on the back if they are chocking or opening their
mouth and sweeping an obstruction clear with your fingers.
 If the victim’s airway is clear and they are not breathing, begin
cardio pulmonary resuscitation (CPR). Likewise, if the victim has no
pulse begin CPR.
 Control excessive bleeding by applying direct pressure to the
wound area with a compress bandage or folded towel. Use
universal precautions (i.e., gloves) to prevent bloodborne disease
transmission.
 Treat shock victims by having them lie down and elevate their feet
by about 12 inches.
 Keep accident victims warm by covering them with a blanket or
jacket.
 Do not move an injured person unless they are in imminent danger
of further injury.
 Flush burns with cool water.
 If a victim is suffering from heat stroke, immediately move them into
the shade and begin cooling them by pouring water on them and
fanning them. Have a bystander call 911.
 If a victim has been accidentally poisoned, immediately contact the
California Poison Control System at 1-800-222-1222 and follow
their directions.
 If a victim is experiencing a severe allergic reaction (anaphylaxis),
immediately call 911. Administer CPR, if necessary and/or
implement the individual’s “allergy action plan,” if available.
 Clean minor cuts, scrapes, and insect bites and stings with soap
and water and cover with a clean dressing or band aid.
 Wrap or cover swelling with an ice pack.
 After rinsing with cool water, cover minor burns with a clean
dressing or band aid.
o Once emergency medical services have arrived, provide assistance as
requested or needed.
o For injured or ill 4-H Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers,
teen counselors, or campers, an Incident Report form shall be
completed and submitted, within 48 hours of the incident, to the 4-H
county office and County Director. Incident Report forms are available
from the county office or online at: http://ucanr.org/incidentreport.
o Provide information to the Site Operator or Camp Director so that the
victim’s relatives may be contacted and informed of their status.
The Health Supervisor or Assistant Health Supervisor shall record a
description of the emergency first aid response in the medical logbook,
including the name of the camper, date and time of the incident, first aid
rendered, name of the person administering the first aid, and date the
parent or guardian is notified of the accident, injury, or illness.
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X.

MEDICAL SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT




XI.

The Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the County Director and
notify them of the status of any injuries or illnesses requiring emergency
response.

The Camp Health Supervisor or designee shall maintain adequate camp
medical supplies and equipment, including a first aid kit and equipment
such a thermometers and sphygmomanometer.
Medical supplies and equipment shall be inventoried on a _____________
basis to assure that the medical stock is current (i.e., dates have not
expired) and in sufficient amounts to meet the needs of the camp.
The Health Supervisor or designee shall replenish medical supplies and
equipment, as necessary.

COORDINATION WITH OUTSIDE MEDICAL PROVIDERS
The Camp Health Supervisor shall coordinate relationships and agreements with
nearby medical providers such as hospital emergency rooms, clinics, emergency
medical services, and physicians. This includes discussing with medical
providers the services potentially required by the camp and establishing what
agreed upon service(s) will be provided as follows:
Primary Outside Medical
Provider

Service(s) Provided

Name:_____________________

1. _______________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________

Secondary Outside Medical
Provider
Name:_____________________

3. _______________________________________________
Service(s) Provided
1. _______________________________________________
2. _______________________________________________
3. _______________________________________________

XII.

MANAGEMENT OF INFLUENZA-LIKE ILLNESS (ILI) OR OTHER
COMMUNICABLE DISEASES
The Camp Health Supervisor shall coordinate with the Camp Director prior to
camp to implement the following measures to reduce the risk of an outbreak of
influenza-like illness or other communicable diseases:


Provide 4-H campers, Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers, and
teen counselors with materials prior to arrival at the camp to notify them that
they are not allowed to attend camp if they have had an ILI in the seven days
prior to the start of the camp.
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4-H campers, Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers, and teen
counselors should be instructed to immediately inform the Health Supervisor
if they develop symptoms of influenza-like illness (ILI) during camp.

The following information is derived from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control
concerning detection and management of ILI cases at camp
(http://www.cdc.gov/h1n1flu/camp.htm):














4-H camp Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers, and teen counselors
should be diligent about early recognition of illness and rapid isolation of
those that are experiencing ILI symptoms. The symptoms of 2009 H1N1 flu
virus in people include fever, cough, sore throat, runny or stuffy nose,
body aches, headache, chills and fatigue. Some people may have
vomiting and diarrhea. People may be infected with the flu, including
2009 H1N1 and have respiratory symptoms without a fever.
Campers who develop ILI should be immediately separated from the general
population and kept away from well campers until they can be safely returned
home or taken for medical care, if needed, OR for at least seven days after
symptoms began or 24 hours after symptoms resolve, whichever is longer (if
the child is to remain at a residential camp).
Protocols should be in place for when medical evaluation of persons ill with
ILI should be done and how monitoring will be conducted. Not all patients
with suspected novel influenza (H1N1) infection need to be seen by a health
care provider. Patients with severe illness and those at high risk for
complications from influenza should contact their medical provider or seek
medical care.
Aspirin or aspirin-containing products should not be administered to any
person aged 18 years old and younger with a confirmed or suspected case of
influenza virus infection, due to the risk of Reye syndrome. Refer to pediatric
medical management for guidance regarding use of any medications,
especially those containing aspirin. See Novel H1N1 Influenza: Resources for
Clinicians.
Further information on care for persons with ILI can be found at:
 Interim Guidance for H1N1 Flu (Swine Flu): Taking Care of a Sick Person
in Your Home
 Interim Guidance for Infection Control for Care of Patients with Confirmed
or Suspected Novel Influenza A (H1N1) Virus Infection in a Healthcare
Setting
 Antiviral Drugs and H1N1 Flu (Swine Flu)
If individual rooms for persons with ILI are not feasible, consider using a large
room, cabin, or tent specifically for ill persons with beds at least six feet apart
and, if possible, with temporary barriers between beds and nearby bathroom
facilities separate from bathrooms used by healthy campers.
Linens, eating utensils, and dishes used by those who are sick do not need to
be cleaned separately, but they should not be shared without thorough
washing. Linens (such as bed sheets and towels) should be washed in hot
water using laundry soap and tumbled dry on a hot setting. Individuals should
wash their hands with soap and water immediately after handling dirty
laundry.
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Anyone with a medical condition that would increase their risk of severe
illness from influenza, including pregnant women, should NOT be designated
as caregivers for ill persons.
For proper technique in caring for an ill person, refer to the following
guidance: Interim Guidance for H1N1 Flu (Swine Flu): Taking Care of a Sick
Person in Your Home.
For information on the use of masks and respirators, see: Interim
Recommendations for Facemask and Respirator Use to Reduce Novel
Influenza A (H1N1) Virus Transmission.
Individuals in close contact (such as roommates) of persons with ILI should
be encouraged to self-monitor for ILI symptoms and report illness to the
Health Supervisor.
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ATTACHMENT A
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CAMP HEALTH-RELATED FACILITY INSPECTION FORM
Date
Inspected

Inspector
Initials

Location
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Corrective Action

Date
Completed

Inspector
Initials
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ATTACHMENT B
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Date/Time
Treatment
Given

Patient Name
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Dosage

CAMP MEDICAL LOG
Medication
First Aid/Treatment Given
Dose Interval

Page 1

Person Providing
Treatment

Date
Parent/Guardian
Notified
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State of California - Health and Human Services Agency

Department of Public Health

Title 17, California Code of Regulations (CCR) §2500, §2593, §2641.5-2643.20, and §2800-2812 Reportable Diseases and Conditions*

FAX

FAX

FAX

FAX

FAX

FAX
FAX

FAX

FAX

†

FAX

FAX

FAX

FAX
FAX
FAX
FAX

FAX

§ 2500. REPORTING TO THE LOCAL HEALTH AUTHORITY.
● § 2500(b)
It shall be the duty of every health care provider, knowing of or in attendance on a case or suspected case of any of the diseases or condition listed
below, to report to the local health officer for the juridiction where the patient resides. Where no health care provider is in attendance, any individual having knowledge
of a person who is suspected to be suffering from one of the diseases or conditions listed below may make such a report to the local health officer for the jurisdiction
where the patient resides.
● § 2500(c)
The administrator of each health facility, clinic, or other setting where more than one health care provider may know of a case, a suspected case or an
outbreak of disease within the facility shall establish and be responsible for administrative procedures to assure that reports are made to the local officer.
● § 2500(a)(14) "Health care provider" means a physician and surgeon, a veterinarian, a podiatrist, a nurse practitioner, a physician assistant, a registered nurse, a nurse
midwife, a school nurse, an infection control practitioner, a medical examiner, a coroner, or a dentist.
URGENCY REPORTING REQUIREMENTS [17 CCR §2500(h)(i)]
☎ = Report immediately by telephone (designated by a◆ in regulations).
† = Report immediately by telephone when two or more cases or suspected cases of foodborne disease from separate households are suspected to have the same source
of illness (designated by a ● in regulations.)
✆ ✉ = Report by FAX, telephone, or mail within one working day of identification (designated by a + in regulations).
= All other diseases/conditions should be reported by FAX, telephone, or mail within seven calendar days of identification.
REPORTABLE COMMUNICABLE DISEASES §2500(j)(1)
Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome (AIDS)
(HIV infection only: see "Human Immunodeficiency Virus")
✆ ✉ Amebiasis
☎ Anthrax
☎ Avian Influenza (human)
✆ ✉ Babesiosis
☎ Botulism (Infant, Foodborne, Wound)
☎ Brucellosis
✆ ✉ Campylobacteriosis
Chancroid
✆ ✉ Chickenpox (only hospitalizations and deaths)
Chlamydial Infections, including Lymphogranulom Venereum (LGV)
☎ Cholera
☎ Ciguatera Fish Poisoning
Coccidioidomycosis
✆ ✉ Colorado Tick Fever
✆ ✉ Conjunctivitis, Acute Infectious of the Newborn, Specify Etiology
Creutzfeldt-Jakob Disease (CJD) and other Transmissible Spongiform
Encephalopathies (TSE)
✆ ✉ Cryptosporidiosis
Cysticercosis or Taeniasis
☎ Dengue
☎ Diarrhea of the Newborn, Outbreak
☎ Diphtheria
☎ Domoic Acid Poisoning (Amnesic Shellfish Poisoning)
Ehrlichiosis
✆ ✉ Encephalitis, Specify Etiology: Viral, Bacterial, Fungal, Parasitic
☎ Escherichia coli : shiga toxin producing (STEC) including E. coli O157
✆ ✉ Foodborne Disease
Giardiasis
Gonococcal Infections
✆ ✉ Haemophilus influenzae invasive disease (report an incident
less than 15 years of age)
☎ Hantavirus Infections
☎ Hemolytic Uremic Syndrome
Hepatitis, Viral
✆ ✉ Hepatitis A
Hepatitis B (specify acute case or chronic)
Hepatitis C (specify acute case or chronic)
Hepatitis D (Delta)
Hepatitis, other, acute
Influenza deaths (report an incident of less than 18 years of age)
Kawasaki Syndrome (Mucocutaneous Lymph Node Syndrome)
Legionellosis
Leprosy (Hansen Disease)
Leptospirosis
✆ ✉ Listeriosis
Lyme Disease
✆ ✉ Malaria
✆ ✉ Measles (Rubeola)
✆ ✉ Meningitis, Specify Etiology: Viral, Bacterial, Fungal, Parasitic
☎ Meningococcal Infections
Mumps
☎ Paralytic Shellfish Poisoning
Pelvic Inflammatory Disease (PID)
✆ ✉ Pertussis (Whooping Cough)
☎ Plague, Human or Animal

FAX

✆✉
✆✉
✆✉

FAX

✆✉

FAX

✆✉

FAX
FAX

☎

☎
☎
☎
FAX

✆✉
☎
☎

FAX

✆✉

FAX

✆✉

FAX
FAX

✆✉
✆✉

FAX

✆✉

FAX

✆✉

FAX
FAX

✆✉
✆✉

FAX

✆✉

☎

☎

☎
☎
☎

Poliomyelitis, Paralytic
Psittacosis
Q Fever
Rabies, Human or Animal
Relapsing Fever
Rheumatic Fever, Acute
Rocky Mountain Spotted Fever
Rubella (German Measles)
Rubella Syndrome, Congenital
Salmonellosis (Other than Typhoid Fever)
Scombroid Fish Poisoning
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS)
Shiga toxin (detected in feces)
Shigellosis
Smallpox (Variola)
Staphylococcus aureus infection (only a case resulting in death or admission to an
intensive care unit of a person who has not been hospitalized or had surgery, dialysis,
or residency in a long-term care facility in the past year, and did not have an indwelling
catheter or percutaneous medical device at the time of culture)
Streptococcal Infections (Outbreaks of Any Type and Individual Cases in Food
Handlers and Dairy Workers Only)
Syphilis
Tetanus
Toxic Shock Syndrome
Toxoplasmosis
Trichinosis
Tuberculosis
Tularemia
Typhoid Fever, Cases and Carriers
Typhus Fever
Vibrio Infections
Viral Hemorrhagic Fevers (e.g., Crimean-Congo, Ebola, Lassa, and Marburg viruses)
Water-Associated Disease (e.g., Swimmer's Itch or Hot Tub Rash)
West Nile Virus (WNV) Infection
Yellow Fever
Yersiniosis
OCCURRENCE of ANY UNUSUAL DISEASE
OUTBREAKS of ANY DISEASE (Including diseases not listed in§2500). Specify if
institutional and/or open community.

HIV REPORTING BY HEALTH CARE PROVIDERS §2641.5-2643.20
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) infection is reportable by traceable mail or person-to-person
transfer within seven calendar days by completion of the HIV/AIDS Case Report form (CDPH 8641A)
available from the local health department. For completing HIV-specific reporting requirements, see
Title 17, CCR, §2641.5-2643.20 and http://www.cdph.ca.gov/programs/AIDS/Pages/OAHIVReporting.aspx.
REPORTABLE NONCOMMUNICABLE DISEASES AND CONDITIONS §2800-2812 AND §2593(b)
Disorders Characterized by Lapses of Consciousness (§2800-2812)
Pesticide-related illness or injury (known or suspected cases)**
Cancer, including benign and borderline brain tumors (except (1) basal and squamous skin cancer
unless occurring on genitalia, and (2) carcinoma in-situ and CIN III of the cervix) §2593)***
LOCALLY REPORTABLE DISEASES (If Applicable):

*

This form is designed for health care providers to report those diseases mandated by Title 17, California Code of Regulations (CCR). Failure to report is a misdemeanor (Heatlh and
Safety Code §120295) and is a citable offense under the Medical Board of California Citation and Fine Program (Title 16, CCR, §1364.10 and 1364.11
** Failure to report is a citable offense and subject to civil penalty ($250) (Health and Safety Code §105200).
*** The Confidential Physician Cancer Reporting Form may also be used. See Physician Reporting Requirements for Cancer Reporting in CA at: www.ccrcal.org.
PM110 (revised 09/01/08)
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4-H CAMP SAFETY GUIDEBOOK
Prepared by ANR Environmental Health & Safety
in cooperation with the
California State 4-H Youth Development Program

APPENDIX E
4-H CALIFORNIA YDP
CAMP EMERGENCY PLAN TEMPLATE
(to be approved by the Camp Director)
This document is provided to meet the regulatory requirements for a Camp
Emergency Plan. It allows you to document your site-specific procedures by filling
in and completing the Plan’s blank spaces, forms, and logs. The Camp Director may
add or remove portions of the template at their discretion to develop a Camp
Emergency Plan that meets the needs of their specific Camp conditions, facilities,
and/or activities including using the Worksheets available in the 4-H YDP Camp
Risk Management Workbook.
This template may be completed by filling In the blanks by hand or electronically by
filling in the grey form-field blanks.

This template is available online at:
http://safety.ucanr.edu/4-H_Resources/Camp_Safety_Guidebook/
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
4-H CAMP _______________________

EMERGENCY PLAN

In compliance with:
California Code of Regulations
Title 17, Section 30753

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CAMP EMERGENCY PLAN

This Camp Emergency Plan has been approved by the Camp Director, in accordance
with California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 17, Section 30753.

Camp Name:

______________________________________________

Location Address:

Prepared By:
Signature:
Camp Director
Signature:
County Director
Signature:
Implementation Date:
Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CAMP EMERGENCY PLAN

I.

REQUIREMENTS FOR WRITTEN EMERGENCY PLAN
The California Organized Camp regulations, located in California Code of
Regulations, Title 17, Section 30753 require each camp to retain on site a written
site specific plan, approved by the Camp Director, outlining the procedures which
deal with the following emergency situations:
1. Natural disasters.
2. Lost campers.
3. Fires.
4. Transportation emergencies.
5. Severe illnesses and injuries.
6. Strangers in camp
7. Aquatic emergencies as appropriate to for the site.
8. Other emergency situations as appropriate for the site.
The site specific plan shall include procedures for:
1. Evacuation of the camp site,
2. Control of vehicular traffic through the camp, and
3. Communication from persons at the site of an emergency to the
emergency medical facilities, the nearest fire station, and both
administrative and health staff of the camp.
Camp staff shall be trained in implementation of the procedures set forth in the
emergency plan.
This template is available at the ANR Environmental Health and Safety website:
http://groups.ucanr.org/ehs/4H/Camp_Safety_Guidebook.htm where the plan
may be compiled online and downloaded for subsequent use.

II.

CAMP ADDRESS AND ADMININISTRATIVE PERSONNEL
Camp Address
Camp Name:
Street:
City, State, Zip Code:
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draw or attach map showing camp location

Camp Administrative Personnel
Title

Name

Telephone Number

County Director
Site Operator
Camp Director
Camp Health Supervisor
4-H Representative/Advisor
Certified Lifeguard

III.

EMERGENCY RESPONSE ASSIGNMENTS
Emergency response encompasses the declaration of an emergency situation by
the Site Operator and/or Camp Director and thereafter, implementing procedures
for assessing the extent of the emergency situation, prioritizing response actions,
and activating short- and long-term responses according to established priorities.
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Assessment of the emergency situation is performed under the direction of the
Site Operator and/or Camp Director and potentially may include performing head
counts of 4-H campers, teen counselors, adult volunteers, and Representatives
or Advisors, conducting camp evacuation, implementing first aid and search
efforts, and performing inspections to evaluate the extent of emergency impacts
to camp facilities.
A formal declaration of emergency condition should be made based on
assessments of the extent and type impacts caused by the emergency.
Notification of Civil Authorities, Utilities, and Service Providers
Upon declaration of an emergency condition, the Site Operator and/or Camp
Director shall assure the proper civil authorities, utilities, and University of
California (UC) administrative services are notified of the circumstances of the
emergency. Depending on the type of emergency, one or more of the following
authorities, utilities, or UC administrative services may be contacted:
Camp Title
Operator/Director
Health Supervisor
Operator/Director
Health Supervisor

Name

Health Supervisor
Operator/Director

Health Supervisor
Operator/Director
Operator/Director
Operator/Director
Operator/Director
Operator/Director
Operator/Director

IV.

Contact
Fire Dept.
Ambulance
Sheriff’s Dept.
Poison Control
Nearest Hospital/
Emergency Room
County Health
Agency-Chemical
Spill, Water Trtmnt.
County Health
Agency- Foodborne
Illness Issues
CAL FIRE –
Sacramento Hqtrs.
Gas Utility
Elec. Power Utility
County CE Office
ANR Risk Services
ANR EH&S Office

Telephone No.
911
911
911
(800) 222-1222

(916) 653-5123

(530) 752-7481
(530) 752-6024

EMERGENCY PLANNING TRAINING
Prior to the beginning of camp, the Site Operator or Camp Director shall provide
emergency planning training to 4-H camp Representatives or Advisors, adult
volunteers, and teen counselors that includes discussion of the following issues:
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1. Anticipated types of potential emergency conditions.
2. Method for alerting the camp to an emergency condition (e.g., blowing an
air horn, ringing a bell, blowing a car horn three times). The camp
emergency alarm device to be used is an _______________ and will be
sounded __________________ times.
3. The camp aquatic emergency (includes swimming and watercraft
emergencies) alarm device (e.g., blowing a whistle, using a bullhorn or
megaphone) to be used is ____________________ and will be repeated
____________________ times.
4. Meeting at pre-assigned assembly areas and conducting head counts and
assessments of the physical well being of campers, counselors, adult
volunteers, and staff.
5. Performing pre-assigned emergency response tasks, such as establishing
communication with outside authorities and agencies, providing first aid,
forming search parties and initiating searches, relocating campers to
secure and safe areas, inspecting facilities and grounds for damage,
coordinating orderly and safe camp evacuation.
6. Assigning 4-H camp Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers, and
teen counselors emergency primary and backup emergency response
tasks as follows:
Task

Assigned To
(Name)

Backup
(Name)

Camp Emergency Alarm
Aquatic Emergency Alarm
Assembly Group (Group
Name) Headcounts
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5

Establish Communication
Provide First Aid
Search Party
Relocating Campers
Inspect Facilities/Grounds
Camp Evacuation
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At the initiation of camp, the Site Operator or Camp Director shall also provide
emergency training to campers that encompass specific instructions about:
1. What the camp emergency alarm sounds like (provide sample alarm).
2. What the camp aquatic emergency alarm sounds like (provide sample
alarm).
3. Describe the assembly groups (e.g., according to age, sleeping cabins,
etc.) and where they are to assemble when the camp emergency alarm
sounds. Clearly identify the designated assembly locations (e.g., camp
flagpole, front of administration building, parking lot, etc.) as follows:
Assembly Group

Assembly Area Description

4. Identify the group leader for each assembly group and the leader’s
responsibilities for conducting a group headcount and relaying emergency
response information and directives as they are transmitted from camp
administrative staff. Emphasize the importance for campers to follow
group leader instructions during an emergency.
5. Within ____________________ hours after providing emergency training
to campers, the Site Operator or Camp Director shall conduct a camp
emergency response test by sounding the emergency alarm and oversee
the assembly of groups and headcounting procedures.
V.

EMERGENCY SITUATIONS
Natural Disasters
Potential natural disasters that may impact a 4-H camp include earthquakes,
flash floods, severe wind and thunderstorms, and extreme heat events.
1. In the event of a natural disaster, the Site Operator or Camp Director shall
issue, when appropriate, advance warning to allow 4-H camp
Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers, teen counselors, and
campers to take shelter at safe harbor locations (e.g., administration
building, dining hall, cabins, etc.) with their assembly groups from the
effects of the disaster. Safe harbor locations at this camp include the
following:
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Safe Harbor Name

Safe Harbor Location

2. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall provide precautionary
information, such as promoting the consumption of adequate amounts of
fluids to prevent heat illness, to minimize the impacts of natural disasters.
3. Following the natural disaster, the Site Operator or Camp Director shall
order a headcount by assigned personnel, if determined necessary. As
part of the headcount, assembly group leaders shall assess the physical
well being of campers and report and injuries or illnesses to the Camp
Health Supervisor.
4. The Camp health Supervisor shall evaluate and treat injured or ill
campers. The Camp Health Supervisor will determine those cases
requiring evacuation to an emergency medical facility.
5. The Site Operator or Camp Director, in consultation with the Camp Health
Supervisor, will notify the parents or guardians, of campers transferred to
an emergency medical facility.
6. For all injured or ill 4-H Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers, teen
counselors, or campers, an Incident Report form shall be completed and
submitted, within 48 hours of the incident, to the 4-H county office and
County Director. Incident Report forms are available from the county office
or online at: http://ucanr.org/incidentreport.
7. The Site Operator or Director shall initiate inspections of the camp
facilities and grounds by assigned personnel as described above. The
inspections shall identify damage that has occurred and restrict access to
spilled chemicals, downed trees and power lines, damaged buildings and
equipment, and areas that are flooded.
8. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall determine whether the impact(s)
of the natural disaster require relocating campers to secure and safe
harbor areas within the camp property or evacuation of the camp.
9. Should an evacuation order be issued, then the Site Operator or Camp
Director shall implement the camp evacuation procedures as described
below.
10. Should natural disaster impacts pose unacceptable illness or injury risks to
4-H camp Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers, teen counselors,
and campers, then the Site Operator or Camp Director shall restrict
outdoor camp activities or shut the camp down to protect the health and
safety of the camp participants.
11. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the County Director and
notify them of the status of the natural disaster situation.
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Lost Campers
If a camper is observed to be missing or missing from an assembly group
headcount, then:
1. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall organize one or more search
parties composed of 4-H Representatives or Advisors and adult
volunteers.
2. No organized search should expose camp search party members to
unacceptable injury or illness risks, such as crossing or searching in swift
waters.
3. Search parties should be provided with communication devices, such as
cell phones, and an accurate physical description (height, weight, hair/eye
color, etc.) of the lost camper, including the clothing worn by the camper at
the time they were determined to be lost.
4. Search parties should conduct search patterns that expand outward from
the last known location of the lost camper.
5. Search times should be limited to 30 minutes.
6. If the camper is not located within 30 minutes, then the County Sherriff’s
Department shall be contacted as indicated above under Emergency
Response Assignments.
7. For injured or ill lost camper, an Incident Report form shall be completed
and submitted, within 48 hours of the incident, to the 4-H county office and
County Cooperative Extension Director. Incident Report forms are
available from the county office or online at: http://ucanr.org/incidentreport.
8. The Site Operator or Camp Director, in consultation with the County
Sherriff’s Department, will assure affected parents or guardians are
notified that their camper is lost.
9. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the County Cooperative
Extension Director and notify them of the status of the lost camper
situation.
Fires
Fires at 4-H camps may be caused by inadvertent ignition of flammable liquids or
combustible materials in kitchen, campfire, office, cabin, storage, or repair/shop
areas. A 4-H camp may also be threatened from a naturally occurring (or maninduced) range or forest fire that is being driven by the prevailing wind toward the
camp. Whatever the fire source, the following 4-H camp emergency fire response
plan shall be implemented:
1. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall know whether any outdoor
burning restrictions are in place and always follow any outdoor burning
restrictions and government regulations that pertain to outdoor fires.
2. If an unintended fire has been observed, the observer - whether a 4-H
Representative or Advisor, adult volunteer, teen counselor, or camper shall notify the Site Operator or Camp Director who shall take action to
have the camp alarm sounded and contact the Fire Department, if
necessary.
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3. Upon hearing the camp alarm, Representatives or Advisors adult
volunteers, teen counselors, and campers shall immediately report to their
assigned assembly areas. Assembly group leaders shall conduct
headcounts.
4. If the unintended fire is characterized by being small or of limited extent
and not having spread beyond its starting point, then a portable fire
extinguisher may be appropriate to suppress the fire. Examples of small
or limited fires include fires on a stove burner or in a dumpster or trash
can.
5. Portable fire extinguisher use shall be restricted to adults only and only to
those adults that have received portable fire extinguisher training.
6. Adults using a portable fire extinguisher shall always locate and maintain
an escape route between themselves and the fire they are attempting to
suppress.
7. Portable fire extinguishers shall not be used on fires that have spread
beyond their starting point. For example, from a trash can onto adjacent
curtains and/or wall.
8. Adults using a portable fire extinguisher shall leave a fire area whenever:
o The escape route becomes threatened;
o The portable fire extinguisher becomes depleted; or
o The fire becomes uncontrollable.
9. Once a small fire cannot be suppressed or becomes uncontrolled, the
Site Operator or Camp Director shall immediately contact the Fire
Department.
10. If range or forest fires are occurring in the vicinity of the 4-H camp, the
Site Operator or Camp Director is responsible for monitoring fire locations
and movement by contacting CAL FIRE by telephone (see number listed
above)
or
accessing
CAL
FIRE
information
online
at:
http://cdfdata.fire.ca.gov/incidents/incidents_current. Other responsible
agencies such as the US Forest Service or Bureau of Land Management
may also be contacted.
11. Should a range or forest fire appear to be threatening the camp, then the
Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the local Fire Department
and CAL FIRE to notify them of the situation. If a camp evacuation is
necessary, it shall be ordered and implemented according to camp
evacuation procedures described below.
12. Should smoke from a range or forest fire pose an unacceptable air quality
illness-induced risk to 4-H camp Representatives or Advisors, adult
volunteers, teen counselors, and campers, then the Site Operator or
Camp Director shall restrict outdoor camp activities or shut the camp
down to protect the health of the camp participants.
13. For injured or ill 4-H Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers, teen
counselors, or campers, an Incident Report form shall be completed and
submitted, within 48 hours of the incident, to the 4-H county office and
County Director. Incident Report forms are available from the county
office or online at: http://ucanr.org/incidentreport.
14. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the County Director and
notify them of the status of the camp fire situation.
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Transportation Emergencies
Establishing a safe camp transportation program requires describing and
implementing procedures for vehicle driving authorization, driver and passenger
safety precautions, and responses to vehicle accidents as follows:
1. Adult volunteers should not be one-on-one in a vehicle with members
other than their own child (UCCE California 4-H Program Policy
Handbook, Chapter 11, IV. C. 2.). Two adult volunteers shall be in a
vehicle or alternatively, one adult volunteer and two or more members
shall be in a vehicle.
2. Youth members are not authorized to drive on behalf of 4-H YDP and shall
not transport other members to and from any 4-H YDP function (UCCE
California 4-H Program Policy Handbook, Chapter 11, XXII. E.).
3. In accordance with recommendations from the National Highway Traffic
Safety Board that cite increased risk of roll-over accidents, 15-passenger
vans shall not be used to transport youth members, adult volunteers, or
Representatives or Advisors as part of any 4-H activity (UCCE California
4-H Program Policy Handbook, Chapter 11, XXII. D.).
4. California law prohibits riding in the back of a pickup or flatbed motor
truck, except in a parade or similar event where the street(s) is closed to
normal traffic (UCCE California 4-H Program Policy Handbook, Chapter
11, XXII. C.).
5. Vehicles, drivers, and maximum number of passengers shall be
designated prior to camp as follows:
Vehicle

Driver Name

Maximum Number of
Passengers

6. All drivers shall have a valid California driver license and automobile
liability insurance in accordance with 4-H Policy. The driver’s insurance is
primary. (UCCE California 4-H Program Policy Handbook, Chapter 10, VIII
and IX http://ca4h.org/policy/chapter10/index.asp#VIII).
7. All drivers and passengers shall use seat belts at all times when traveling
in vehicles.
California 4-H YDP Camp Emergency Plan
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8. Drivers shall assure vehicles only transport the number of passengers
recommended by the vehicle manufacturer.
9. Drivers shall follow safe driving practices, including using headlights when
appropriate, making safe lane changes, obeying speed limits, and
reducing speeds to accommodate adverse weather conditions.
10. In the event of an accident, the adult driver or adult assistant shall
determine whether any passengers are injured and if necessary, contact
emergency responders (sheriff and ambulance) by dialing 911. Basic first
aid should be administered to injured 4-H Representatives or Advisors,
adult volunteers, teen counselors, or campers until the arrival of
emergency medical responders.
11. If accident witnesses are present, their names, addresses, and phone
numbers information should be obtained.
12. The vehicle involved in the accident should not be moved until the law
enforcement agency has authorized its movement.
13. For injured drivers or passengers, an Incident Report form shall be
completed and submitted, within 48 hours of the incident, to the 4-H
county office and County Director. Incident Report forms are available
from the county office or online at: http://ucanr.org/incidentreport.
14. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the County Director and
notify them of the status of the vehicle driver, passengers, and accident.
Severe Illnesses and Injuries
1. The Health Supervisor shall evaluate all camp illnesses and injuries for
treatment and severity. Treatment shall be provided for illnesses and
injuries within the scope and capabilities of the camp medical facilities and
Health Supervisor abilities.
2. Expertise and equipment may not be available at camp medical facilities
to treat severe injuries or illnesses such as fractures, lacerations requiring
stitches, second or third degree burns, snake bites, major allergic
reactions, concussions, and significant outbreaks of communicable
diseases. As necessary, the Health Supervisor shall determine when and
where to evacuate any injured or ill 4-H Representatives or Advisors, adult
volunteers, teen counselors, and/or campers.
3. Depending on the severity of the injury or illness, evacuation will be
coordinated by the Health Supervisor through: 1) sending patients to
emergency medical facilities by ambulance or camp vehicle; or 2)
contacting the responsible parent or guardian to pick up their camper or
teen counselor.
4. For injured or ill 4-H Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers, teen
counselors, or campers, an Incident Report form shall be completed and
submitted, within 48 hours of the incident, to the 4-H county office and
County Director. Incident Report forms are available from the county office
or online at: http://ucanr.org/incidentreport.
5. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the County Director and
notify them of the status of any severe injuries or illnesses.
6. Accident and Sickness Insurance is provided for adult volunteers and
members from The Hartford Insurance Company as part of 4-H enrollment
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fees (UCCE California 4-H Program Policy Handbook, Chapter 10, X
http://ca4h.org/policy/chapter10/index.asp#X).
Strangers in Camp
1. All visitors to 4-H camp shall be: 1) notified, for example by a sign, to stop
at the administration building/office to sign in; 2) receive an identification
badge; and 3) escorted by an adult volunteer or teen counselor to their
destination. The Camp Director or their designee shall approve visitors
entering the camp property.
2. 4-H Representatives or Advisors, adult volunteers, teen counselors, and
campers shall be instructed, during camp orientation training, to
immediately report any unidentified stranger on camp property to the Site
Operator or Camp Director.
3. Unless the unidentified stranger poses an obvious threat the Site Operator
or Camp Director or adult designee shall approach an unidentified
stranger on camp property to ask what their name and purpose is. If the
unidentified stranger does not provide their name and a satisfactory
reason for being on the camp property, then the Site Operator or Camp
Director may request they leave and escort them off the property. If an
unidentified stranger becomes a threat or does not leave the property, the
Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the County Sherriff’s
Department for assistance.
4. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the County Director and
notify them of the status of reporting strangers in camp to the county
Sherriff’s Department.
Aquatic Emergencies as Appropriate for the Site
1. The camp aquatic emergency (includes swimming and watercraft
emergencies) alarm device (e.g., blowing a whistle, using a bullhorn or
megaphone) to be used is ___________________ and will be repeated
______________________ times.
2. If a swimmer or watercraft user is observed to be drowning, distressed, or
a submerged victim, observer(s) shall immediately alert the lifeguard. The
lifeguard (or designated Representatives or Advisors or adult volunteer)
shall sound the camp aquatic emergency alarm.
3. Upon hearing the camp aquatic emergency alarm, all swimmers and
watercraft shall exit the aquatic area.
4. The lifeguard shall provide an appropriate rescue response for the
situation, including retrieving the victim from the water environment and
initiating cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR) and/or first aid. The Health
Supervisor shall be immediately contacted for assistance and the Camp
Director shall be notified.
5. If a swimmer or watercraft user appears to have sustained a spinal injury,
the lifeguard shall use a backboard as trained to secure the victim from
drowning risk and then stabilize them from further injury. The lifeguard
shall not unnecessarily move the suspected spinal injury victim and
contact the Health Supervisor for assistance.
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6. If a swimmer or watercraft user notices that a member of their swimming
or watercraft group is missing, they shall immediately notify the lifeguard.
The lifeguard shall clear the aquatic area and direct 4-H Representatives
or Advisors and adult volunteers to search the last known location of the
missing swimmer or watercraft user. The search time should be limited to
30 minutes. If the missing swimmer or watercraft user is not located within
30 minutes, then the County Sherriff’s Department shall be contacted as
indicated above under Emergency Response Assignments.
7. If the lifeguard determines a thunderstorm and associated high winds and
lightening to be a significant threat to swimmers and/or watercraft, then
the lifeguard shall declare an aquatic emergency and sound the camp
aquatic emergency alarm. Upon hearing the camp aquatic alarm all
swimmers and watercraft users shall exit aquatic areas and seek shelter
indoors or at designated safe harbors.
8. For injured swimmers or watercraft users, an Incident Report form shall be
completed and submitted, within 48 hours of the incident, to the 4-H
county office and County Director. Incident Report forms are available
from the county office or online at: http://ucanr.org/incidentreport.
9. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the County Director and
notify them of the occurrence and outcome of a camp aquatic emergency.
Other Emergency Situations as Appropriate for the Site
1. __________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
2. __________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
3. __________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
4. __________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
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5. __________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________
VI.

PROCEDURES
Camp Evacuation
Assessment of impacts from natural disasters or other emergencies by the Site
Operator, Camp Director, or local authority may result in a determination that the
situation poses an unacceptable risk of potential harm to 4-H Representatives or
Advisors, adult volunteers, teen counselors, and/or campers and therefore,
justifies ordering evacuation of the camp property as follows:
1. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall issue instructions for camp
assembly groups to gather at their assembly areas.
2. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall order headcounts by assembly
group leaders of camp assembly groups.
3. The Health Supervisor shall carry necessary medication doses and
medical release forms for campers during the camp evacuation. If
necessary, 4-H Representatives or Advisors or adult volunteers shall
assist under the direction of the Health Supervisor in the monitoring and/or
dispensing of scheduled medication(s).
4. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall instruct drivers with assigned
vehicles to proceed to assembly areas to pick up assembly group
members.
5. The assembly group leader shall assure that all members of their
assembly group are passengers in their assigned vehicles.
6. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall give evacuation route
instructions to vehicle drivers. Evacuation shall take place by the primary
access route to the camp via road ___________________.
7. Should a range or forest fire, flash flood, or downed trees or power lines
threaten the camp and block evacuation via the primary route access to
the camp, then the secondary access route via road _________________
or tertiary access route via road ____________________ shall be used to
evacuate the camp.
draw or attach map showing primary, secondary, and tertiary camp evacuation routes (roads)
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Traffic Control
Camp traffic control shall be coordinated by the Site Operator or Camp Director
to assure effective and efficient movement of traffic to and from camp as follows:
1. If the camp access road is fully or partially limited to one-way traffic, then
the Site Operator or Camp Director shall schedule traffic to travel to and
from camp during certain periods of time (such as traffic entering camp
between the hours of 8:00 am and 10:00 am or leaving camp between the
hours of 2:00pm and 4:00pm). The camp traffic schedule is as follows:
Direction
Outbound Traffic

Time Period

Inbound Traffic
Outbound Traffic
Inbound Traffic

2. As part of the camp evacuation planning process, the Site Operator or
Camp Director shall assign Traffic Wardens to direct traffic at key road
locations and/or intersections as follows:
Traffic Warden Location

Traffic Warden Name

3. No Traffic Warden shall be posted to a road location and/or intersection
where an unacceptable injury or illness risk exists, such as that posed by
an uncontrolled range or forest fire.
Internal and External Communications
1. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall provide 4-H campers, teen
counselors, adult volunteers, and Representatives or Advisors with
information about internal and external camp communications during
emergency planning training.
2. Campers shall be informed to immediately communicate information about
camp strangers, potentially hazardous conditions, and observations about
risky behaviors to 4-H teen counselors, adult volunteers, or
Representatives or Advisors.
3. Teen counselors shall be instructed to immediately communicate
information from campers to adult volunteers or Representatives or
Advisors. As appropriate, adult volunteers and Representatives or
Advisors shall inform the Site Operator or Camp Director of information
provided from teen counselors.
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4. In the event of the Site Operator or Camp Director declaring an
emergency condition, notification of civil authorities, utilities, and service
providers shall be accomplished as described under Section III. above.
5. The following camp buildings have telephone lines for making outside
emergency calls:
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
6. The following Representatives or Advisors and adult volunteers have cell
phones and appropriate coverage available for making outside emergency
calls:
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
7. If there is no land line or cell phone coverage, then consider having a
satellite telephone available in camp. Alternatively, develop a plan to
access locations (e.g. hilltops) that have cell phone coverage for
contacting emergency medical or fire control services. For this camp,
emergency communications will be accomplished as follows:
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________
8. The Site Operator or Camp Director shall contact the County Director and
notify them of the occurrence and outcome of any emergency situations
described under Section V. above so that the County Director or designee
may provide the parents, guardians, and/or relatives of 4-H campers, teen
counselors, adult volunteers, and Representatives or Advisors with status
reports of the emergency management and resolution.
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4-H CAMP SAFETY GUIDEBOOK
Prepared by ANR Environmental Health & Safety
in cooperation with the
California State 4-H Youth Development Program

APPENDIX F
4-H CALIFORNIA YDP
EXAMPLES of CAMP APPLICATION, RELEASE, and
CODE of CONDUCT FORMS

Application, Release, and Conduct Form are available at:
http://safety.ucanr.edu/4-H_Resources/Camp_Safety_Guidebook/
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California 4-H Youth Development Program

YOUTH Medical Release Form
University of California Cooperative Extension
This Medical Release Form is authorized for 4-H functions and activities for the Club/Unit and dates Specified below:

______________ _______________ _____

____________________________

First Name

Club Name

Last Name

MI

_____________________________

_________________

County and State

Dates (Start to end of event)

While my child is attending or traveling to or from this 4-H function, I HEREBY AUTHORIZE THE ADULT 4-H VOLUNTEER LEADER OR 4-H
STAFF MEMBER, or in his/her absence or disability, any adult accompanying or assisting him/her, TO CONSENT TO THE FOLLOWING
MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR SAID MINOR:
Any x-ray examination, anesthetic, medical or surgical diagnosis or treatment, and hospital care which is deemed advisable by, and is to be
rendered under the general or special supervision of any physician and/or surgeon licensed under the provisions of the Medical Practices Act,
California Business and Professions Code Section 2000 et seq.; or any x-ray examination, anesthetic, dental or surgical diagnosis or treatment,
and hospital care to be rendered by a dentist licensed under the provisions of the Dental Practices Act, California Business and Professions Code
Section 1600 et seq.
This authorization is given pursuant to the provisions of Section 25.8 of the Civil Code of California. This authorization shall remain effective until
my child completes his/her activities in this program unless sooner revoked in writing. I understand that as a parent/guardian, I will be responsible
for the cost of any service or treatment provided not covered by the 4-H Accident/Sickness Insurance Program sponsored by UC Cooperative
Extension.

Authorization and Consent and Release
All legal guardians and parents must complete this section. I hereby certify that my/our child is in good health and can travel to and participate in
all functions of the 4-H Youth Development Program as described above. I understand is it my responsibility to keep the information on this form
updated (including Health History and Parent/Guardian status) by contacting the County 4-H Office.

________________________

_________________________

_______________

_____

Print Name of Parent/Guardian

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Emergency Phone Number

Date

___________________ _________

___

__________

________________

Mailing Address

State

Zip

Home Phone Number

City

________________________

_________________________

________________ _____

Print Name of Parent/Guardian

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Emergency Phone Number

___________________ _________

___

__________

________________

Mailing Address

State

Zip

Home Phone Number

City

Date

Non-Consent
I do not desire to sign this authorization and understand that this will prohibit my/our child from receiving any non-life threatening
medical attention in the event of an accident or illness.

________________________

_________________________

________________ _____

Print Name of Parent/Guardian

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Emergency Phone Number

________________________

_________________________

________________ _____

Print Name of Parent/Guardian

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Emergency Phone Number

Date

Date

University policy and the State of California Information Practices Act of 1977 require the following information be provided when collecting
personal information from you: The information entered on this form is collected under authority of the Smith-Lever Act. Submission of the
medical data is voluntary. However, a signature is required on one or the other of the two signature lines above. Failure to provide the medical
information and authorization may result in our inability to provide necessary medical treatment. You have the right to review University records
containing personal information about you/your child, with certain exceptions as set forth in policy and statute. Copies of University policies
pertaining to the collection, use, or release of personal data are available for your examination from the local UCCE County Director, 4-H Youth
Development Advisor, 4-H Program Representative, or the State 4-H Director at the California 4-H YDP, University of California, DANR Building,
One Hopkins Road, Davis, CA 95616-8575, (530) 754-8518. Only your own/your child's records are open to your review.
Any known or foreseeable intergovernmental transfer that may be made of the information is as follows: None.

CONTINUE ON BACK

California 4-H Youth Development Program

YOUTH History Information
University of California Cooperative Extension

_______________________

_____________________________

_______________

First Name

Last Name

Date of Birth

Have or Have Had:

Subject to:

Heart Trouble ____

Colds ____

Sore Throat ___

Asthma ____

Cramps ____

Fainting Spells ___

Lung Trouble ____

Is hearing good? ____

Allergies ___

Hernia (rupture) ____

Bronchitis ____

Convulsions ___

Sinus Trouble ____

Wear Corrective ____
lenses?

Do you walk ____
in your sleep?

Appendicitis ____
Currently under any ____
type of medical care?

Has Appendix
____
been Removed?

Is there history of behavior disorders, emotional disturbances, or severe moodiness? ____
Been under psychiatric treatment within the past five years? ____
Date of last Tetanus Vaccination: _________________________
Please check over-the-counter medications that may be administered:
Tylenol

Ibuprofen

Cough Syrup

Antacid

Polysporin

Hydrocortisone

Decongestant

Dramamine

Other: ___________________

Please identify allergies including allergies to food, medications, and drug reactions:

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Please list any disabilities or disorders that may affect participation at 4-H events such as: eyesight, hearing, speech,
paralysis, diabetes, ulcer, etc.:

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
Please list all current medications:
Name of Medication

Dosage

Times Taken

Any Remarks, Dietary Needs or Special Instructions:

_____________________________________________________________________________
The University of California prohibits discrimination or harassment of any person on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, gender
identity, pregnancy (including childbirth, and medical conditions related to pregnancy or childbirth), physical or mental disability, medical condition
(cancer-related or genetic characteristics), ancestry, marital status, age, sexual orientation, citizenship, or status as a covered veteran (covered
veterans are special disabled veterans, recently separated veterans, Vietnam era veterans, or any other veterans who served on active duty
during a war or in a campaign or expedition for which a campaign badge has been authorized) in any of its programs or activities.
University policy is intended to be consistent with the provisions of applicable State and Federal laws.
Inquiries regarding the University’s nondiscrimination policies may be directed to the Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Director, University of
California, Agriculture and Natural Resources, 1111 Franklin St., Floor, Oakland, CA 94607, (510) 987-0096.

DUE: ________

Junior (Teen) Counselor Application
____________________ _______________________

____

_________

Print Last Name

Print Middle Initial

Date of Birth

Print First Name

_______________________________

_______________________

____________________

Email

Cell Phone Number

Home Phone Number

_______________________________

_______________

________________

_________

Home Address

City

County

Zip

_________________________

_____________

4-H Community Club

Year in School

Camp Experience:
Have you ever attended ___________ 4-H Camp as a camper?

Male

Female

Yes

No

How many years have you been a Junior Counselor at ________________ County 4-H Camp?
1st Time

2nd Year

3rd Year

4th Year

Please list positions you have had previously:
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Please list your current certifications: (Submit copies with your application)
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Camp Skills: Please put a “1, 2, and 3” in the box to list your preference of job assignments at camp.
Please put an “L” in the box if it is an area you would like to learn more about. A “0” means no interest at
all in that activity.
__ Nature Hikes

__ Decorations

__ Archery

__ Ceremonies

__ Canoe/Kayak

__ Fishing

__ Arts & Crafts

__ Horseback Riding

__ Camp Director

__ Challenge &
Adventure

__ Girls/Boys
Supervisor

__ Sports &
Recreation

__ Campfire Program

__ GPS/Orienteering

__ Bus Load/Unload

Other activities not listed:
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________

CONTINUE ON BACK

Questions: These questions are used to help us make an informed decision that you are someone special
we want motivating and influencing young campers. Please list your answers below or use an additional
sheet of paper if necessary.



Please describe your camping experience/knowledge and why you are interested in becoming a JC:
___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________



Describe two assets or personal strengths you have which would enable you to be a successful JC.
___________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
Teen Leadership Development Project Leader’s Name: (By having your Teen Leadership Development Leader sign
means you are enrolled and your Project will be completed by the start of 4-H Camp).

__________________________

_____________________________

_________

Print Name

Signature

Date

4-H Community Club Leader’s Name: (By having your 4-H Club Leader sign means you are member in “Good
Standing”).

__________________________

_____________________________

_________

Print Name

Signature

Date

Junior Counselor commitment statement: If chosen as a Junior Counselor, I will commit to understanding the
requirements and responsibilities of being a good Camp Junior Counselor. I will commit to complete all the trainings
and being at 4-H Camp each day for my assigned camp session. I understand that being a JC is a huge responsibility
and I will be attending camp not as a camper but as a role model for younger 4-H campers. I am willing and able to
give of myself to help them grow and develop and enjoy 4-H camp. I submit that all information on this application is
true and complete. I have read and understand the role description of a JC and will abide by the policies set forth by
the _____________________ County 4-H Camp Committee. I understand that if I do not meet the standards of a
responsible Junior Counselor, I will be dismissed from my duties. This role description is not intended to be all
inclusive.

__________________________

_____________________________

_________

Print Junior Counselor Name

Signature of Junior Counselor

Date

Parent/Guardian commitment statement: As a parent/guardian of the youth completing this application, I
understand the necessity to only select individuals who will be committed to the 4-H camping program. I will, to the
best of my ability, support and encourage my child to uphold their commitment to the __________________________
County 4-H camping program if selected.

__________________________

_____________________________

_________

Print Parent/Guardian Name

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Date

__________________________

_____________________________

_________

Print Parent/Guardian Name

Signature of Parent/Guardian

Date

Horseback Rider Form
Submit one Horseback Riding Form per family, along with a ________________________ Trails Release
Form from each name listed below. Please do not staple these forms together.
_____________________________________
Home Address of Family
______________________________
4-H Community Club

______________________
City

______________
Zip

____________________________________
Email of Family Contact

___________________
Home Phone Number

Put a check in the box next to your name if you are willing to be an adult chaperone on the
Horseback Riding Activity.
Title
Last Name

First Name

Camper,

AGE

JC, AL

Helmets are available and must be worn!

Gender
M/F
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4-H CAMP - FAMILY REGISTRATION FORM
Club Name:

Please submit one registration form per family.
Do not staple and use black ink pen ONLY.

County:

City: Zip:

Address:
Email:

Title: Camper,

Last Name

First Name

Adult Leader,
or JC

Date of
Birth

M
alOr
e
Female

Horse

Bus

Yes or No
$35

Yes or No
$30

Adventure
Package

Youth
T-Shirt:

Yes or No
$25

Med or Lg
FREE

Adult T-Shirt
Sm, Med, Lg,
XL, or XXL
FREE

In emergency situations, we will first try to contact a parent or guardian listed on the Medical Release Form. If this is not possible, please list two responsible adults.
Name:

Relationship:

Home Phone:

Cell Phone:

Name:

Relationship:

Home Phone:

Cell Phone:

Camp Fees

Fee

Total

#

Each Person

x

$

Adventure Package

x

$

Horseback Riding

x

$

Charter Bus

x

$

PERMISSION TO TRANSPORT
YES, I

give permission for my child(ren) listed above to be
transported by Camp Staff in their private vehicle for camp
NO, I do not activities located off-site or for minor medical treatment.

____________________________________________________________________
Print Parent/Guardian Name Parents/Guardian
Signature

Grand Total
Community Club Leader Section
Cash:

Check

This 4-H Family paid by:
#

Amt

of Check:

____________________________________________________________________
Print Parent/Guardian Name Parents/Guardian
Signature
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The following guidelines are designed to make everyone’s experience
at 4-H camp satisfying to all attending. This means that all youth
members, adult volunteers, and 4-H YDP staff, shall adhere to the core
values of the University of California 4-H YDP, respect the individual
rights, safety, and property of others. While you are attending 4-H
Camp, you are representing 4-H and the University of California.

The following guidelines are designed to make everyone’s experience at 4-H camp satisfying to all attending. This means that all youth members, adult volunteers,
and 4-H YDP staff, shall adhere to the core values of the University of California 4-H YDP, respect the individual rights, safety, and property of others. While you are
attending 4-H Camp, you are representing 4-H and the University of California.

While attending 4-H Camp the following will apply:
1. Everyone is expected to participate in all activities, evening program, flag ceremony and the camp fire program.
2. All campers and camp staff must be in their assigned cabins by lights out and during rest period and must remain quiet. If an emergency arises the camper
must be escorted by their cabin leader.
3. All campers, camp staff and 4-H YDP Staff must abide by the 4-H Dress Code. It will be strictly enforced. A name badge MUST be worn at all times. No
spaghetti strap shirts and no daisy duke shorts. Flips-flops may only be worn during swimming or canoeing.
4. The possession and use of alcoholic beverages, tobacco products, and drugs (other than prescription medication) is prohibited. Note: This will result in
immediate dismissal.
5. Setting off fire alarms or tampering with fire extinguishing equipment or other emergency equipment is prohibited. Note: This will result in immediate
dismissal from camp.
6. Gambling and betting by adults and youth representing 4-H is prohibited.
7. Obscene and discriminatory language, roughhousing, and insubordination will not be tolerated.
8. Youth members and volunteers will demonstrate respect for one another at all times.
9. Displays of affection between participants are prohibited.
10. Participants are not allowed in the sleeping areas of members of the opposite gender.
11. No member or volunteer may leave camp unless permission is secured from the Camp Director or the Camp Chairman.
 For all off-site activities everyone must sign out and upon returning must sign back in. All campers must be accompanied by
adult leaders and junior counselors.
Penalties for Infractions:
Infractions of the 4-H Camp Code of Conduct must be reported immediately by anyone observing them to the adult/JC in charge of
the activity. For serious infractions, an Incident Report will be completed and the parent/guardian will be notified immediately by the
Camp Director and the IR will be submitted for review to the 4-H YDP Staff and ______________________ County Leaders’ Council.
Penalties may include any or all of the following:
 Sending the participant home or barring the participant from future 4-H events
 Assessing the participant the cost of damages and repairs for damage or destruction of property
 Releasing the participant to the nearest law enforcement agency and/or the proper authorities
 Termination of 4-H membership

THIS PAGE HAS BEEN
INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK

This Medical Release Form is authorized for 4-H functions and activities for the Club/Unit and dates specified
below:

____________________ __________________________

_______________________

First Name

Club/Unit Name

Last Name

________________________________________________
County and State

_________________
Dates (Start to end of event)

While I am attending or traveling to or from this 4-H function, I HEREBY AUTHORIZE THE ADULT 4-H LEADER OR STAFF
MEMBER, or in his/her absence or disability, any adult accompanying or assisting him/her, TO CONSENT TO THE FOLLOWING
MEDICAL TREATMENT FOR ME SHOULD I BE UNABLE TO MAKE A DECISION:
Any x-ray examination, anesthetic, medical or surgical diagnosis or treatment, and hospital care which is deemed advisable by, and
is to be rendered under the general or special supervision of any physician and/or surgeon licensed under the provisions of the
Medical Practices Act, California Business and Professions Code Section 2000 et seq.; or any x-ray examination, anesthetic, dental
or surgical diagnosis or treatment, and hospital care to be rendered by a dentist licensed under the provisions of the Dental
Practices Act, California Business and Professions Code Section 1600 et seq.
This authorization is given pursuant to the provisions of Section 25.8 of the Civil Code of California. This authorization shall remain
effective until I complete my activities in this program unless sooner revoked in writing. I understand that I will be responsible for the
cost of any service or treatment provided not covered by the 4-H Accident/Sickness Insurance Program sponsored by UC
Cooperative Extension.

Authorization and Consent and Release
I hereby certify that I am in good health and can travel to and participate in all functions of the 4-H Youth Development Program
as described above. I understand is it my responsibility to keep the information on this form updated (including Health History)
by contacting the County 4-H Office.

_________________________

________________________________

____________

Print Name

Signature

Date

________________________________

__________________________________

Emergency Day Phone (with area code)

Emergency Night Phone (with area code)

____________________________________

________________

____________

Mailing Address City

State

Zip

Non-Consent
I do not desire to sign this authorization and understand that this will prohibit me from receiving any non-life threatening medical
attention in the event of an accident or illness.

_________________________

________________________________

____________

Print Name

Signature

Date

University policy and the State of California Information Practices Act of 1977 require the following information be provided when collecting personal
information from you: The information entered on this form is collected under authority of the Smith-Lever Act. Submission of the medical data is
voluntary. However, a signature is required on one or the other of the two signature lines above. Failure to provide the medical information and
authorization may result in our inability to provide necessary medical treatment. You have the right to review University records containing personal
information about you, with certain exceptions as set forth in policy and statute. Copies of University policies pertaining to the collection, use, or
release of personal data are available for your examination from the local UCCE County Director, 4-H Youth Development Advisor, 4-H Program
Representative or the State 4-H Director of the California 4-H Youth Development Program, University of California, DANR Building, One Hopkins
Road, Davis, CA 95616-8575, (530) 754-8518. Only your own records are open to your review.
Any known or foreseeable intergovernmental transfer that may be made of the information is as follows: None.

_____________________________ _________________________________
First Name

Last Name

________________
Date of Birth

Subject to:
Yes
No
Now Have or Have Had
Colds
Heart Trouble
Sore Throat
Asthma
Fainting Spells
Lung Trouble
Bronchitis
Sinus Trouble
Convulsions
Hernia (rupture)
Cramps
Appendicitis
Allergies
Has appendix been removed?
Wear corrective lenses?
Do you walk in your sleep?
Is hearing good?
Currently under any type of medical care?
Is there history of behavior disorders, emotional disturbances, or severe moodiness?
Been under psychiatric treatment within the past five years?

Yes

No

Date of last Tetanus Vaccination: ___________________
Please identify allergies including allergies to food, medications, and drug reactions:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Please list any disabilities or disorders that may affect participation at 4-H events such as: Eye sight, hearing, speech,
paralysis, diabetes, ulcer, etc.
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
Please list all current medications:
Name of Medication

Dosage

Times Taken

Remarks and special instructions. Please explain “yes” answers on this page:
______________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________
The University of California prohibits discrimination or harassment of any person on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, gender
identity, pregnancy (including childbirth, and medical conditions related to pregnancy or childbirth), physical or mental disability, medical condition
(cancer-related or genetic characteristics), ancestry, marital status, age, sexual orientation, citizenship, or status as a covered veteran (covered
veterans are special disabled veterans, recently separated veterans, Vietnam era veterans, or any other veterans who served on active duty during
a war or in a campaign or expedition for which a campaign badge has been authorized) in any of its programs or activities.
University policy is intended to be consistent with the provisions of applicable State and Federal laws.
Inquiries regarding the University’s nondiscrimination policies may be directed to the Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Director, University of
th

California, Agriculture and Natural Resources, 1111 Franklin St., 6 Floor, Oakland, CA 94607, (510) 987-0096.
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4-H CAMP SAFETY GUIDEBOOK
Prepared by ANR Environmental Health & Safety
in cooperation with the
California State 4-H Youth Development Program

APPENDIX G
4-H CALIFORNIA YDP
CAMP VECTOR CONTROL PLAN TEMPLATE
(to be prepared by the Site Operator)
This document is provided to meet the regulatory requirements for a Camp Vector
Control Plan. It allows you to document your site-specific procedures by filling in
and completing the Plan’s blank spaces.
This template may be completed by filling In the blanks by hand or electronically
by filling in the grey form-field blanks.
This template is available online at:
http://safety.ucanr.edu/4-H_Resources/Camp_Safety_Guidebook/
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
4-H CAMP _______________________

VECTOR CONTROL PLAN

In compliance with:
California Code of Regulations
Title 17, Section 30736

Camp Vector Control Plan

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CAMP VECTOR CONTROL PLAN
This Camp Vector Control Plan has been prepared by the Site Operator, in accordance
with California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 17, Section 30736.
Camp Name:

______________________________________________

Location Address:

Prepared By:
Signature:
County Director
Signature
Implementation Date:
Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Camp Vector Control Plan
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CAMP VECTOR CONTROL PLAN
I.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A CAMP WRITTEN VECTOR CONTROL PLAN
The California Organized Camp regulations, located in California Code of
Regulations, Title 17, Section 30736 require each camp to address vector control
issues as follows:
1. To have a plan and equipment for coping with excessive numbers of flies,
mosquitoes, and other insects and with rodents; and
2. At times and places where special risk of transmission of disease to
humans from insects, rodents, or other animals exists, the camp shall
institute special measures to protect the campers, under the guidance of
the local health officer;
This template is available at the ANR Environmental Health and Safety website:
http://groups.ucanr.org/ehs/4H/Camp_Safety_Guidebook.htm where the plan
may be compiled online and downloaded for subsequent use.

II.

VECTOR CONTROL METHODS


The presence of rodents, flies, cockroaches, mosquitoes, and other insects or
vectors on the camp premises shall be controlled through the use of the
following methods:
o Placing all garbage and litter in receptacles with lids;
o Keeping all buildings and structures clean and free of food, except for food
storage refrigerators, lockers, and cabinets;
o Using durable, non-absorbent, rodent and insect proof, corrosion and rust
resistant, readily cleanable, and leak-proof garbage containers;
o Placing garbage and refuse in plastic bags and securing the tops before
placing in outside dumpsters or containers;
o Cleaning kitchen counters and surfaces with soap and water and a
disinfectant;
o Sweeping and wet mopping the kitchen and dining areas with a soap and
water solution daily;
o Collecting garbage and refuse at a schedule so as to prevent the
occurrence of unpleasant odors, attraction of insects or rodents, and over
accumulation of garbage and refuse beyond the storage area capacity;
o Sweeping and wiping camp cabin or sleeping areas with disinfectant
solutions (Note: see 4-H Camp Safety Guidebook for rodent dropping
clean-up procedures);
o As necessary, washing camp sleeping bags or bedding; and
o Preventing the accumulation of stagnant water in discarded buckets, cans,
tires, or other receptacles.

Camp Vector Control Plan

Page 2



III.

If control of insect or rodent vectors requires the use of pesticides, then
pesticide application shall be performed by a certified pesticide applicator in
accordance with the pesticide label and all applicable California pesticide
regulations.

SPECIAL DISEASE TRANSMISSION RISK
Upon consultation with the Camp Health Supervisor, the Site Operator or Camp
Director shall seek guidance from the local County Health Officer if a special risk
of disease transmission exists that requires special measures to protect the
campers.

Camp Vector Control Plan
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4-H CAMP SAFETY GUIDEBOOK
Prepared by ANR Environmental Health & Safety
in cooperation with the
California State 4-H Youth Development Program

APPENDIX H
4-H CALIFORNIA YDP
CAMP SWIMMING and BOATING PLAN TEMPLATE for LAKES, STREAMS, RIVERS, or
OCEANS
(to be prepared for any camp that uses lakes, streams, rivers, or oceans
for swimming or boating)
(to be prepared by the Camp Director)
This document is provided to meet the regulatory requirements for a Camp
Swimming and Boating Plan for Lakes, Streams, Rivers, or Oceans. It allows you to
document your site-specific procedures by filling in and completing the Plan’s
blank spaces.
This template may be completed by filling In the blanks by hand or electronically by
filling in the grey form-field blanks.
This template is available online at:
http://safety.ucanr.edu/4-H_Resources/Camp_Safety_Guidebook/
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
4-H CAMP _______________________

SWIMMING AND BOATING SAFETY PLAN
FOR LAKES, STREAMS, RIVERS, OR
OCEANS

In compliance with:
California Code of Regulations
Title 17, Section 30741

California 4-H YDP Swimming and Boating Safety Plan

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CAMP SWIMMING AND BOATING SAFETY PLAN

This Camp Swimming and Boating Safety Plan has been prepared by the Camp
Director, in accordance with California Code of Regulations (CCR) Title 17, Section
30741.

Camp Name:

______________________________________________

Location Address:

Prepared By:
Signature:
County Director
Signature:
Implementation Date:
Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

Initials/Annual Review
Date:

/

California 4-H YDP Swimming and Boating Safety Plan
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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA
AGRICULTURE AND NATURAL RESOURCES
4-H YOUTH DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
CAMP SWIMMING AND BOATING SAFETY PLAN

I.

REQUIREMENTS FOR A CAMP SWIMMING AND BOATING SAFETY
PLAN
The California Organized Camp regulations, located in California Code of
Regulations, Title 17, Section 30741, require each camp to retain on site a
written Swimming and Boating Safety Plan for lakes, streams, rivers, or oceans,
prepared by the Camp Director, outlining the procedures for addressing
swimming and boating issues as follows:
1. The plan shall be submitted to the local health officer prior to use;
2. The plan shall be implemented in accordance with any special conditions
specified in writing by the local health officer to protect health and safety;
3. The camp shall maintain and operate one lifeboat or equivalent water
safety device to use for water rescue or emergency operations;
4. The camp shall delineate and post water depths and locations of water
hazards; and
5. The camp shall provide a Lifeguard that is certified by the America Red
Cross, YMCA Swim Lifesaving Certificate, American Lifeguard
Association, or equivalent certification.
A template for this plan is available at the ANR Environmental Health and Safety
website: http://groups.ucanr.org/ehs/4H/Camp_Safety_Guidebook.htm where it
may be compiled online and downloaded for subsequent use.

II.

CAMP LIFEBOAT




III.

If the camp swimming and boating area(s) is in a lake, stream, river, or ocean
it shall be served by at least one lifeboat that has been determined suitable to
meet the needs of the size, location, and use of the camp water facility,
population of the camp, and that shall:
1. Be used for no other purpose than for saving lives or for other
emergencies;
2. Be kept in good repair and readily accessible to the areas of potential use;
and
3. Comply with the operation of a law enforcement vessel and the California
Harbor and Navigation Code.
The camp lifeboat(s) is kept adjacent to the water activities area and is
specifically located _______________________.

DELINEATION OF SWIMMING AREAS



The camp shall clearly delineate the approved swimming area and mark the
area as off limits to camp boats and other watercraft.
The camp shall perform careful soundings of water depth and locate the
occurrence of eddies and pools and determine the presence and nature of

California 4-H YDP Swimming and Boating Safety Plan
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dangerous currents, sunken logs, rocks, and obstructions. Based on these
information, the camp shall:
1. Post legible signs indicating in plain letters, the depth to water, the location
of pools and eddies, sunken logs, rocks, and obstructions, and the
presence and direction of currents of water; and
2. The warning signs shall be visible from the swimming or bathing area
during the season when bathing and swimming are permitted.
IV.

LIFEGUARD SERVICES









IV.

The camp aquatics supervisor shall be at least 18 years of age and posses
an American Red Cross Lifeguard Certificate, YMCA Swim Lifesaving
Certificate, American Lifeguard Association Certificate, or its equivalent
certificate.
Lifeguard service must be present for all aquatic activities and shall be
provided at a ratio of one lifeguard for each 25 campers in the water.
The lifeguard shall assess swimmer abilities and as appropriate, restrict
swimmers with limited abilities to shallow swimming areas or to the use of
personal flotation devices when near or in the water.
The lifeguard shall instruct swimmers about the aquatic emergency alarm and
when and how to exit the swimming activity area.
The lifeguard shall instruct swimmers about the swimming area warning signs
and areas where swimming hazards exist.
If the lifeguard determines a thunderstorm and associated high winds and
lightening to be a significant threat to swimmers, then the lifeguard shall
declare an aquatic emergency and sound the camp aquatic emergency
alarm. Upon hearing the camp aquatic alarm all swimmers shall exit aquatic
areas and seek shelter indoors or at designated safe harbors.
Swimming is not to take place without the camp lifeguard present.

BOATING ACTIVITIES








Prior to use, inspect water craft for cracks, holes, leaks, broken seats, and
other types of damage or disrepair. If a water craft fails the pre-use
inspection, remove it from service.
California regulations require all boats, kayaks, and canoes to have one
Coast Guard approved personal flotation device (PFD) of life preserver for
each person aboard. Therefore, the aquatics supervisor should assure each
4-H camper is wearing a properly fitted and approved PFD or life preserver
before boarding a boat, kayak, or canoe.
Inexperienced 4-H campers should not take a water craft out until they have
undergone boat, kayak, or canoe training from an appropriately experienced
instructor.
4-H campers should be made aware of the water craft route and anticipated
water conditions, including stretches of white water, strong or swift currents,
flooded or low water, or obstructed water where tree limbs, rocks, bridges,
reefs, pilings, piers, docks, jetties, or other objects that are potential collision
hazards.
4-H campers should be taught about the carrying capacity and stability
limitations of the water craft they intend to use.
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4-H campers should be trained to not panic if their water craft capsizes
including staying with their water craft.
4-H camper should always follow all laws and regulations for waterways and
water bodies.
If the aquatics supervisor determines a thunderstorm and associated high
winds and lightening to be a significant threat to watercraft, then the aquatics
supervisor shall declare an aquatic emergency and sound the camp aquatic
emergency alarm. Upon hearing the camp aquatic alarm watercraft users
shall exit aquatic areas and seek shelter indoors or at designated safe
harbors.
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